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PREFACE

The MUSAC II methodology described in this technicaT note is a

revision of the original MUSAC model described in the drup.t report:

"MUSAC--A Representation of the Passive Sonar Classification Procema,"

SRI Project 1318-240, November 1973. The major revisions to the method-

ology include a new formulation of a multifeature sonar detection model,

different likelihood calculations, and a more generalized decision making

procedure. This technical note provides a concise theoretical description

of the MUSAC II methodology; the new c•ncepto have not, as yet, been

tested by a computer implementation of the methodology.

The purpose of the research was to create a methodology thet

mathematically reprepents the passive sonar classification process in a

multiple target envirorment. The MUSAC I1 methodology in not intended

to be a aoftware package for real classification hardware; instead,

MUSAC I is intended to be used by analysts to study passive sonar sys-

tems. The primary application of the MUSAC II methodology will. be for

deta. .led Monte Carlo simulation modeling of acoustic w •'fare engagements.

The imthodolcgy will provide classification decis:Ions that can be used

to initiate tactics in at. engagement model. The MUSAC II methof'40logy

ases t~'e standard acoustic parameters of classical sonar deteation theory.

By using P, physical-based approach, the methodology can represent the

inherent classification capability of a sonar system, particularly the

sensitivity to aignal-to-noise ratios. The alternative approach would

try to duplicate the man/machine classification process by simulating

the human perception of clavsification clues. MUSAC II does not try to

duplicate the ven/machine clasifLication process, instead MUSAC II

determines classification decixions from the fundamental information

ftf al M



content of the acoustics. MUSAC II represente an ideal sonar classifier

in the same sense that classical theory represents an ideal sonar

detector. The detection capability of detection modela can be adjusted

to simulate real systems; :in the same way, the classification capability

of MUSAC II can be adjusted to simulate real passive sonar systems.

The MUSAC II project was conceived as a continuation of a classifi-

cation model development effort under the sponsorship of James G. Smith,

Code 431, Office of Naval Ptesmarch. As *art of an ONR reorganization,

the MUSAC II project was transferred to Code 230. After evaluating the

potential application and merit of the methodology relative to Code 230

program objectives, the project was redirected to tasks involving tactical

development and evaluation research. Thus technical note reports on the

partially completed research of the original tasking.

The authors are indebted to G. W. Black and W. F. Frye who were the

originators of the basic ideas of the MUSAC methodology.

Vi vlI
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I INTRODUCTION

The Multiple Source Acoustic Classification (MUSAC) methodology is

a mathematical representation of passive sonar classification. The

principal attribute of the MUSAC II methodology is its multiple-target

capability. Almost without exception, other models allow for only on.c

target at a t:i.me. The methodology is based on the detection of acoustic

features. In this way, spectral and spatial. acoustic information is

included so that the sonar systems' bearing and frequency resolution can

be related to the classification outcome. The acoustic featurer are

defined by the analyst; the features can be narrowband, broadbend, or

modulated broadband classification clues (for example, Lofar or Demon

lines). The acoustic features are represented by Bernoulli random vari-

bles. The stochastic structure of t'he model provides for realistic

random variations of acoustic data. A dynamic encounter is represented

by a time-step simulation. The MUSAC II methodology is structured for

nequential decision-making by the update of classificAtion information

and the change in kinematic variables over time. From Monte Carlo

replications, the probability of making selected tactical and classifi-

cation decisions can be estimated.

The MIJSAC II methodology uses a Bayesian decision-making approach.

Figure 1 shows the model flow. The analyst first formulates a set of

multiple-target hypotheses that will be used in the engagement simulation.

The pr&)ability of detecting specified acoustic features is calculated

at each time step, for each sonar look angle, and for each hypothesis

(the true f:arget configuration is usually one of the hypotheses). These

detection probabilities are ther used, in conjunction with the observed

randnrr ,;urtp. to cAlculate the Uielihood that the data would be

1A



observed ik the hypothesis were true. The likelihoods and the prior

probabilities are then combined to produce the posterior probab.1.B:y

thet the ith hypothesis is true, given the observed data. The analyst

defines tactical or classification decisions that are to be simulated,

he defines the value of making the decision when each hypothesis is

true, and he defines value thresholds. With this decision structure,

MUSAC II determines if a decision is to be mde at the present time step;

if not, another time-step is simulated and more data collected. If a

decision is made, the decision with the largest average value is chosen.

Ilhe above brief outline of the MUSAC 1 methodology is discussed in

detail in the four following chapters, as indicated on Figure 1.

CIHAPTER TIrLES;

|U HYPOTHI!SIS
FOnIMUI ATION III SONAR

DETECTION
r MODEL IV HYPOTHESIS

I I
SI POABILITY

-I -l CALCULATION
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I I IIM
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I •
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, ,, v<.," :
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FIGURE 1 MUSAC 11 MODEL FLOW
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II HYPOMIESIS FOFYMUPATION

Hypothesis formulation iL the most critical part of the methodology

because the hypothesis set directly determines thc possible target group

configurations under consideration, and because the 3ize of the hypothesis

set determines the computational burden required to execute the model.

The formulation of multitarget hypotheses are unique to MUSAC II and are

very powerful in that they allow the rultitarget claasification problem

to be addressd.

The multitarget hypothesi.j set consists of ordered arrangements of

two components: single-target classes and target tracks.

A. Single-Target Classes

The set of single-target classes is a list of target types that the

observer expects to encounter. For any particular application of MUSAC II,

the set of single-target classes is defined by the analyst. Depending

on the problem at hand, the single-target classes can be very general

(submarine, high .dluc warship, low value warship, merchant) or quite

deLaAr.ed (688 class submarine, Nimitz class aircraft carrier). The level

of detail oj: the 4et of single-target classes dictates the complexity of

the acoustic functions that define the uniqueness of a single-target

class within the model.

Each single-target class is defined by a set of functions that

describe its acoustic characteristics. These functions are like a library

of acoustic signatures that an observer would compare to his observations

to roake classification decisions. :':n MUSAC II, however, the acoustic

functions are in terms of average source levels instead of received sig-

nal levels, as would b<i the case with real signatures. TheP:e are three

3



I ~typeb of functions that describe a uingle-target class.- n'rrowiband,

broadband, and r~odulated broadband functions.

The narrowband ch'aracteristics are described by a v&-A of functions

that deft ,- - average Lofar line level at specified frequencies. The

narrowb~i waln have parameters of target speed and aspect angle.

Different single-+'arget classes may have different numbers of Lofar lines

or different line levels. The total number of narrowband features in the

model ia determined by the total number of different line frequencies.

If a target does not generate a Lofar line at a particular frequency in

the set, then that narrowband function associat I with thc target is

nossigned zero power at that frequency.

The broadband characteristics are described by a set of functions

that define the average source spectrum level of the target classes.

These functions have parame~ters of frequency, tarinvet speed, and aSpeCL.

angle. The broadbead spectrum can be filtered into a set of broadband

features. Thus r( ,gh classification clues can be derived from the pres-

ence or absence of low, moediuin, or high frequency broadbanA radiation.

The broadband spectrum also acts as noise when detecting Lofer and Demon

lines.

Trhe modulated broadband characteriatics are described by a sst of

functions that define the average modulation leve z for a defined set of

Demon lineR. The parameters for theme functions include, broadband fre-

quency, target speed, and aspect angle. To each Demon line, a uodulation-

level function, is assigned; whereas, to each Lofar line, a line-level
value is assigned. Thus the descriptiocn of Demon fentuk ;.i is more compli-

cated thvin Lofar features.I

Besides the user-defined sinigle target classes there is a special.

target cl~ass, designated "nantarget," that will usually be included in

the aet of single-target claIsses. Mhe nontarget in charncte-,:zed by



zero power for all the acoustic characteristics. This special target

* class is required to model the detection of the t&rgets. if at a par-

ticular time step the observer has not detected one or more of the

actual targets, then a hypothesis that contains the class of nontarget

at the appropriate bearings will receive a high likelihood value.

13. Terget Tracks

The second component in fom*mulating multitarget hypothe~as is a

set of target tracks. A track is defined by the target's initial

position and .ts course and speed an a function of time. From these

functions the parameters of range, bearing, speed, and aspect angle of

the target on a particular track can be calculated. It is important to

note that the tracks are not limited to straight lines, ind that only

the target positions at the current time step need to be known. That in,

if MUSAC IT im formulated as an engagement model, then the decisions at

one time step can affect the position of the observer and targets in

later time steps.

fTarget tracks are thought of as haviug an existence independent of

the target that is moving on them. The reason for this point of view is

that hypothetical target configttrations are constructed by assigning

si-gle-target claries to the tracks. The set of tracks will always

inoluue the tracks of the one true targe.. configuration. In some

applications of MUSAC II, hypothetical tracks may be defineA in addition

to the true tracks.

For moat applications, only the tracks of the true targets will be

defined. -iUs a-sumos that the observer knows the range and bearing to

the actual targets during the engageaent. The primary purpose of

defining the target tracks in MUSAC II is to provide the necessary

kinematic parameters for use in the acoustic characterist.c functions.

5



The acoustic functions and the track parameters are a representation of

an acoustic signature library that the observer would comp, ie to his

observations for classidcation dc''sLion making. The perfect tracking

assumption implies that the observer selects from the library only those

signatures that correspond to the range, speid, and aspect of the true

targets.

Hypothetical tracks can be defined for the purpose of modeling

target position uncertainty. When additional tracks are defisted, the

MUSAC IT methodology also performs a localization function in the sense that

a hypothesis with target position c11ise to the true target position will

receive a higher likelihood value than a hypothesis that places taraets

away from the observed position. The addition of hypothetical tracks

will result in more hypotheses. The most limiting feature of the MUSAC 1I

methodology is the potential large size of the hypothesis met. For any

particular application of the model, the analyst should try to minimize

the number of hypothesea to save unnecessary calculations.

C'. Multitarget Hypotheses

The complete multitarget hypothesit consists 4. an ordered arrange-

ment of the possible single-target classes assigned to particular trackc,

The formulation is usually tone by ctobinatorial methods for combining

the single-target classes with the target tracks. The hypothesis set in

under the control of the analyst and should reflect the assutrptions abc7;it

the classification problem that is being studied.

To fori-ilate the hypothesis set by the combinatorial metbad, all

possible n-tuples of the single-target classes are enurerated. For this

type of hypothesis structuring there will be k0 multitarget hypoheses

generated, where k is the numb•n of single target classes and n is the

total number of tracks. For example, let (HVU, LVU, MON) be n wý of

6



single-target clcases, where HVU in a high value unit, LVU is a low

value unit, and NON is the special target class nontarget. Also assume

that two tracks have been defined. Then the set of hypotheses is the

set of 2-tuples, in which the first element is the target class assigned

to track #1 and the second e'-ent of the target class asutgned to

track #2:

Hi (MYU, HVU H4 - (LVIUHVU) 11 ii NOW, HVU]

Ha (HV1J, LVUI 1 - [LVI), LVUl He n f LN. LVI)

H 3 - fVUNON) He H- [LVU, NON) H 9 - [MN(R, NO

This hypothesis formulation might represent a scenario in which there

are two real targets, an IVU on track #1, and an LVU on track #2. T1.us

the second hypothesis is the true hypothesis: HO - H3 . The observer

expects to encounter one or tw ships that are IHVUa or LVUs. The single-

target class, nontarget, in required to model the detection of one or

both of the torgets.

A hypothesis set that is generated by comblnatorial mans should be

revieved by the analyst, and unreasonabc. hypotheses be deleted to avoid

unnecessary calculation. In forming the multitmrget hypothes:4 .s the

analyst should consider the m-ximm number of targets that the oL.,rver

expects to encounter and the maximku number of occurrences of a py ticular

singol-target class within a hypothesis. In the previous examplr, if it

is unlikely to encounter two RVUs, then the first hypothesis should be

deleted. For eawh hypothesis there w;,t be a single-target class assign-

ment to each tsck. When the number of hypothesi,!ed targets is less than

the number of defined tracks, then the special class of nontarget is

asmui.gied to the remaining vracks.

7



III SO=A IT•3TCTION MODEL

The sonar detection model is based on a two-chanmel comporison o•

time-averaged power. The inputs.to the model are source levels, noise

levels, V ' opagation loss, etc.; the input levels are allomwd to vary ran-

comly in time to simu.ate signal fade and jump. ITe outputs of the uodel

are the probabilities of dotection of acoustic features such as Lofar

lines. The model is a fairly simple reprssentation of a sonar system.

The vIJSAC II user may replace this m=del with one of his own creation, so

long as the outputs of tl,'e new model are also feature detection pro'abbl.-

ities.

A. Input Par-1eters

1. Subscript Definitions

The subscripts i, J, k, m, -a are used in the sonar model. As

an aid to understanding the subscripted functiors given later, the sub-

scripts are first d icusued:

I - Hypothesis identifier; i - 0 designates the true
target configuratio• •nd i - 1,2,... designates
the hypotheticAl target configurations.

J Feature identifier; features are associated with
frequency bands on sonar Array/display combina-
tions. As an example, fr:ltures J N 1,2,...,20
can be associated with 20 possible Lofar lines
from an omnidirectional array; features
J - 21,...,40 can be asoaciated with the saoe
20 possible Lofar lines from a towed array;
feature. . - 41,42 can be associated with the low
and high bands of the BTR from a spherical array;
features J - 43,...,47 can be associated with five
possible Demon lines in the 1-2 kft band; features
j - 48,..... 52 can be asuoclated with the same five
Demon lifi in the 2-4 kHz band; and features
. - 53,...,.57 can be associated with the same five

9
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I

Demon lines in t:he 4-8 kHz band, where the nu.].ti-
barA Demon intomation is from a s, -rical array.
Aural classification from headphone information can
be simulated by Lofat, features and multiband Demon
features.

k = Look angle identifier. The sonar associated with a
feature is pointed in various directions. Tie mux-
Luum value of k im indexed on J so that a different
number of look angles can he npecified for different
sortar arrays. For exaple, only one "look angle'- is
needed for an omni.directional array, wereas many
angles are needed for a preformd bean array.

m - Target track identifier. A aet of tracks (time
varying positions) is defined for the model. Th*
real target configuration is constructed by assigning
the real targets to their tracks. The hypothetical
target configurations are constructed by assigning
hypothetical targets to the tracks; nontargets (zero
power) may bc included in the hypothetical config-
urations also. The =-index identifies r track;
however, a track may be assigned many dthferent tar-
get types. The =-index, by itself, is not a target
type identifier-; but the combination (im) does
identify a target type at a position in space and
time.

n Nois. type identifier; different kinds of noise tan
be specified. For examle, n 1. can be sea state
noise; n - 2 can be shipping noiat; mod n - 3 can be
self noise.

2. Target Characteristics

The input functions that describe the single target class

characteristics are the average values of the narrowband, broadband, and

modulation levels.

(V,) CO Average mrrowband source level (dB
relative to I gPa2 at 1 yd); moan squared
pressure of the Lofar line xseociated
with the Jth feature ore ya•rd from the
(i,m) target. The liHu le - . qy be a
function of target spead v ntwl aspect
angle a. The input to a coputer progra
would not be indexed on I and a, but

uinstead on a single target class A. An
additional vector, subscripted with Isiu"
and composed of integer coqonento A,

- ---- --- ', ,~' ~ - -- , ~ -.-.



would designate the target class I that
is associated with the (i,m) target.
Therefore, the comp.ter input functions
would be subscripted with "Aj"; however,
the equivalent subscripts "iju" are used
to describe the model.

P (f ,vu) - Avorage broadband source spectrum level
(dB relative to 1 1Pe /Hz at I yd); now
square pressure pec unit frequency at
one yard from the (i,m) target. The
spectrum level is a function of frequency
f, target speed v, and aspect angle a.

MjSj(fv,a) Average broadband modulation level (d$
relative to 1.0); defined as the dB level
of the squarm of the modulation index.
The modulation index is the mximum spl1i-
tude minus the uinimum amplitude divided
by twice the average mmplittue. The
modulation level is a function of frequency,
speed, and aspect; and it is indexed on the
Demon ains associated with the jth feature
for tlhe (i,m) target.

3. Track Input

The tracks are cal .'•ulated from input valueu of initial positions

and tima-varying courses and tpeeds for the observer and tarants. The tar-

get range r, relative bearing 0, and aspect angle a are then derived from

the =,y positions of the units.

x(to). y(to) - Position of the observer at time t - to.

xz(to), ym(tu) - Position of the rth taw.et at time t - to.

P(t), u(t) - Course and speed (d*S, kt) of the observer
as a function of time,

Vg .. t). va(t) -Course and speed (dog, kt) of the nth
target track am a function of time.

4. Enviroreent and Sonar SysXtm ChMaracteristics

The input parsen :m theft characteriue the envi nen are the

averaSe propation loss ond the array output nvrrage noise function, The

it



sonar systex is characterised by the array output average noise function,

the bem pattme, the frequency responAe, the processor averagina time

the detectir, threahnld, tho data rate, and the sonar look angles.

A(f~r) Average preypaat:•on loss (dB); man squmred
pressure at. i yard from the target divided
by nan squared pressure at a rane of r rei
from the target. PropAgation Ions Is a
function of frequency e, range A Is sub-
scripted with i to denote that tw3 propa--
gation funct• us could be ur.d: one fanction
for the true conditions, aud aother 1tvnntion
for the hypothesized propagation comldtick'n.

N(f~u,).) k.verage brc-adbaW . output: azise #".Ktrttm
level (dbr ra~zidv.ý to I. pa!e/bh.7; v*&7; ",,,wre4
pumoture per unit frequency i.f thrýý o noi
mnurce at the output of tkA sonort .rray
masociated with the Jth feature. It is a
function of frequeucy i, nhuerveo speed 41,

ancl lorok angle A,. ',f the iloi~e i-i soatropic,
tUhern W in the noise ontoide the 4ik'" airwm
the diretctiyity indeA in tho
c89e, the value Of May b& 4 &€Cion V$f
look angle X. Mhe i - 1) index A41cdi es
that the true output noise .- ,tn level

is used for both the real and t l
configurt ious.

Bj (fh,) BDo pattemn ratio () !r D <. 1); naew t w 'v e
voltage when the sonar is looking at •,•l* X
and a sinugi point ,,ource target Is •o
bearing 0, divided br, th,, 'a square voltage
when the sonar 4•- lookin at ý:he tarrst. The
beam pattern depends on the srray as ,risioed
with the Jth featui , and the pas:tpti.. .
function of frequency.,

D'a (£- Side lobe ratio (0 %, D* T; 1). - the "mf a11,
value of B3 (f, wh,0) whe'i . mi 0 are d.
separated,,

GJ (f) -Normsl izcd freq&N~iowj asponr* v,,tio
(0 ' G • 1); output mam qtm re Wressure
(voalte) Jivided by input mwan geae
pressure for the freuency baxA associated
iwith the Jth feature. The ftetica ca€.
inckW.e effactm of hydrcnhone respouxe,
band filter;k or psychoatouitic frequecy

12



f4• Center frequency (Hr.) associated with the
jth feature (geometrical mean of lower and
upper frequency limits).

W4 -Bandwidth (Hx) associated with the Jth
feature. If the frequency response is a
unit rectangular fiction, then f. and W,
completely define GC(f).

Tj - Averaging time (saem) of the signal processor
associated with the Jth feature.

e, - Detection threshold (d > 0); the number of
reference-channel standard deviations by
thich the data channel output must a€,i.
the reference channel mean so that the jtb
feature is detected.

nj Number of indepe*dent observation opportuni-
ties on the Jth fnature duritg the computer
time step (1 : nj f computer time step
divided by the signal processor averaging
time).

) k - Value of the kth look angle (degrees from

observer's headiug) for the array assoclAted
with the Jth 7.,at,:re. One model design
,wuld be to let the somar look at only the

targeo bearin8s. •As -" (t). An altorna-
tive awoe] design would be to let the sonar
look a" bearings at eq"'l. increments; for
example, 6P apart with k 1,...,60 to
cover 36W•.

5. Wno ftocos Parameters

Five input f',nctions f ..r thm r•a•. target configuration are

calculated frca w znk.•c proceas that is correlated in ti•-a. The ivput

pmr~ters that rharacterix. the ran••m procw• are the a andard deiiak.xA,

Waasrc tfme., and 10=iWug constamc.

SStandartd dev'istion (43) of the Wandam process
ý,n thbe rtly, input Nnctj**i (v ~,~~)

Rel~cloatio-W#' (midn) of the rhraUdom



Cr t4ixing constant (0 £ c 1 1) for the
random process; c = 0 indicates a pure
Gaues-Markov process; c - 1 ind..cates a
pure lambda-sigm jump process.

B. Inut Parameter Random Process

Real sonar signals fade in mad out and make sudden jumps. A mixed

random process that was originally proposed by Waguerr* is used to model

this phenomenon; the process is a combination of a Gauss-Markov and

lambda-sigma jump random process. The Gauss-Mrkov process represents

smooth changes in signal level, and the lambda-sigma jump process

repre#sents sudden changes in signal level.

1. General Equations

Fo:- each engagement run. of the model, a different time history

of au input parameter can be generated. The input parameter used at a

given time step is calculated by drawing three independent random numbers

x, y, I. With these random numbers, two zero-mean random 'Values are

computed and then mixed together:

Ku - pKA- +

where

Jo~ lawbda-sima jump random increr iwiý *t nth time step.

% = Gauss-Harkov random increment at nto .Ale .•t-p,-

- mixed random increment at nth ¶dme step; X.
added to the average value of the parameter t
calculate value of the parameter st the ntbt iw,
Atep.

"'A Comparison of Detection Models Used in ASW OperaLions Analyal.s (U),'
D. H. Wagnnr Anscciates (October 1973).
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c mixing constant (0 : c : 1); c - 0 indicates a
pure Gaucs-Markov process, c -1 indicates a
pure lambda-sigma jump process.

a M standard deviation of the input parameter (dB).

p - e'At/l; Gauss-Markov step-to-step correlation;
and lambda-sigsa jump probability that a jump did
not occur duri.xg the last time step.

At - time step duration (min).

T M Gaums-Mar,•,•,,v relaxation time (min), ano 'embda-
sigma jump mean time between jumps.

x - random number from a Bernoulli distribution with
para•eter E(x) = - p. The x - 0 case means that
no jumps occurred in the last time step; the x - I
case umens that At least one Jump occurred in the
last time step.

y,z = random numbers from a normal distribution with zero
wean And unit varidnce.

The mixed random process, as defined above, has the statistics: E(LM) 0,

s2, &,nd E(44-3,) = 2 p.

2. Generation of InZLt Fun¢ctionu

The eqWatý-viu that genermateu one of the five Input i..nctions

is given below. The other four eqtuations are omitted because they are

similar and add nothing new to the description of the model. The ran-

domization in applied only to the input lunctions for the true target

configuration because the hypothetical sig,,lUs must be based on engagement-

to-engagement average values, not oan detailed knowledge of a particular

engogement. The randomly generated input function is denoted by the same

symbol that is used in the input list, but omitting the average sign.

Notice that the generated input fumnction is defined in units of power

ratio., not dB.

15



Jo [lEoa•(v,Oi) + Apo ja for i - 0
10 + 6 for i - 1,2,3,o..

"-here

VIja(v,oa) - Average i vrrowband source level (dB)

Apo•n Random increment (dB); computed from the
mixed random process using the parameters
sa, •, , rd c, . P is the sarme a L. in
the previous section.

- Increment (dB) that must be added to tue
mean level (dB) so that the mean power (ratio)
ts correctly converted. The input power is
assumeco to be lognormally distributed, therefore
the increment is:

1 - 921/8.68

where asl is the standard deviation (d0) of the
random process on the narrowband source level.

A new random increment is computed at each time step (not explicitly

denoted), for each feature (J), and for each target (om). Thus, if

there are 10 time steps, 5 features, and 2 targets, then 100 random

increments will be calculated to generate the input values of nar-owband

source power. The value of random increment is assumed to be independent

of the underlying values o2 speed, aspect, frequency, etc.

The generation of input functions from the five mixed rand(=

processes produces the following functions:

PS ja (V1,01) Narrowband source power (pPaa at I yd)

P' (f,v,t) Broadband source "pectrun 4Pa2 /Hz at 1 yd)

M, a(f ,v,ot) - Broadband mc~ulation ratio (0 : M 5 1)

A1 (f,r) = Propagation loqn ratio (A " 1) from
one yard

No%.(f,u,k) -' Broadband, array output, noise spectrum
(41 Pe/Hz).

16
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C. Array pg ina n Np~ j oise

The pawer at the output of the sonar array it calculastor for the

narrewbaud, r-oadband, and modulated rroadband cameo.

1. Nerrowband

'.Me target sigraal 1"-, in outside the array in calculated by

reducing ihe sourc,. power .ýj the propagation loss:

Pl 11! (v,, job)Q' J• " As (fj" r-,)

Vie mean square pressure• from all targets at the output of the array is

then calculated by reducing the signal, with the beam pattern ratio and

summing over all target sources:

S1 jk *m X QI'l T•J(fJ9'X"k'6M) "

In addition to the nam.rowband signal, the following function is needed

in later calculations:

1 0s

j k [i 3(fj 31C '0012

2. Broadband

The target spectrun that is outside the array is calculated by

reducing the source spectrum by the propagation loss:

Qs,(f) E'A(f2YtA)2A• (f,rm)

The mean square pressure per unit frequency due to all targets at the

output of the array is then calculated by 'reducing the individual signals

with the beiam pattern ratio, sunning over all target sources, and "

multiplying by the frequency response:

1.7



The side lobe interference spectrum is also needed:

sjc(f) = (f) B• (f QN(f
U

Finally, the noise spectrum at the output of f:he array is the sum from

all noise sources:

t~jk~f) Ga(f) NJ. (f u.,Xjk)

3. Modulated Broadband

Ile additional increment of broadband signal power (mean squared

pressure per unit frequency) due to the modulation is calculated by multi-

plying the modulation function times the output broadband signal, aumming

over all. targets, and multiplying by one half the frequency response:

ASSIjJI (f) C4 (M QIM (f) Pj (f,xjk 06O) M1 ja (f,v, ,Oh) .

D. Signal Processor Statistics

The mean and va,.tance of the output of the signal processor are

required to calculate the probability of detection. The sonar model

assumes that the signal procesvor has two channels: (1) a data vthannel

that produces a random value from a normai distribution of mean 4 and

variance &]; and (2) a reference channel that produces two determinisel.c

parameters p* and a*S' that are measures of the background noise in which

the data signal is to be detected. Tlhe equations for the signal processor

statistics are not obvious. In the interest of a short description of the

sonar model, the derivation of the equationn is 3eferred to Appendix A.

1. Narrowband

Tlhe broadband power !n a narrowband of width Wj is*

RI = ES (f 3 ) + Nojk (f. ) 3]W *

iI ~18 '
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With this definition, the channel statfstics for the narrowband case ave

written:

Data Channel

IL±Jk -Sll% + Rjjk fOI: i -0,1,2,o.

2 1
2IJ k -2j VIJU- + jýr' --I ut+- R~J

4~~~~~W TjSl, jj wr j

ý,.erenvce Channel

aa -

2. Broadband

The broadband power is calculated by integrating over frequency.

Since the frequency response function Gj (f) is definted an including the

band cutoffs, the integration is theoretically from zero to infinity. The

signal and noise spectra art combined into a data spectrum and a back-

ground spectrum:

R*k(f) M Soj(f) + Jk (f)

With these two definitions the channel. statistics for thý broadband case

are written:

Data Cha' el

a5Rtjk(f) df
for i - 0,1,2,...

X k LRS'j(f)J2 df
T~ j

19
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Referenec Chamnel

S
*2 T (f)]2df

Oojk [R'df

3. Modulated Broadband

The squared average oi a modulated broadband signal contains

more power than the signal without modulation. The statistics for detec-

tion of modulated features uses this idea:

Data Channel

1 k [a'• 'k Jf) + Rj,,,(f)j df
for i 0,1,2,...

U4 -2 EAS (lk M + R:,,, (f) da•'k drf

Reference Channel

Pojk RoJk (f) df

0 Oj*2 'F R~(f)]2 (if

IR~jk

E. Feature Detection

1. Observed Data

The ouf:p•t of the data channel is compared to a threshold value

CJk that i1 a fum:tion of the reference channel paramters:

If the data channel output is larger than the threshold, the the feature

is assigned a value one; if the output is less than the threphold, then

the feature is assigned a value zero.

20



The term "feature" is used here to mean feature "J" (for

example a Lofar line) on look angle "k" produced by the real target con-

figuration (i - 0). Features, whether they are of value one or zero, are

observed data; they are used to classify the target configuration.

The data channel outp it is assumed to be normally distributed

with mean po0k and variance a2 k. A random number zJk is drawn from a

normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The random output

of the data channel can be written:

Yjk " pa j k + aoj k ZJk

The Bernoulli dial -ibuted random feature xjk is then determined by:

(1 if Y k t a k (detection)

x1k 10 if Yjk < ajk (no detection)

The time required to produce a feature in the processor averaging

time Tj. Thus a new feature, of value zero or one, can be produced at a
maximum rate of once every Tj seconds. Due to sonar system design, the

rate may be less than the maxluuu-. The input parameter that controls the

rate is nj: the number of times the feature x~k is produced in one

computer time step.

2. Hy•othesizcd Feature Detection 1frobabilitieu

Veature detection probabilities are calculated for each hypotkhet-
ical target confijuration. The probability of detection is the probabilkty

that the normally distributed output of the hypothet~ical data channel in

greater than the detection thremhold:

P je ( - C;Ijf dy

a$ k

21



The feature detection probability is the probability that the Jth

feature on the kth look angle would be detected if the ith hypotbesis

were true. These hypothesized probabilities of detection are used in
conjunction with the observed data to calculate the likelihood of the

data under each hypothetical configuration.

22



IV RYPOTHESIS AODABILITY CALCULW11OW

The multitarget hypotheses are assigned probabilities called poste-

riors. The posterior probability is the probability that a particular

hypothesi -s trva, given the observed data. The posterior. are random

variables because they are computed from random observed data: the

random xjn' derived in the previous chapter. To calculate the posteriors,

the likelihoods are first computed and then Bayer' rule is applied.

A. Likelihood Calculation

The likelihoid ia the 1,mobabllit.y that all the data colleted through

the nth tiw, step would occur if the ith hypothesis werc true:

Prolb[lD I H,. Before the likelihood equations can be derived tho x and

p symbols of the rionar model must bo altered somewhat to iwAude a time

step index n and an observation index 1:

x z Bernoulli random variable; x - 0 mwens no
detection, and x - 1. means detection of the

j th feature on the kth look nngle for the
£Lh observation during the nth time step.

p*k - Probability that the jth feature on the
kth look angle would be di•tected during the
nth time step if the :,,tth hypothesis wera
true. The value of p in the some for all
observations during a given time step.,

A new random variable Cjkm is defined as the number of detections of

the Jth feature on the kth look angle during the nth time step:

%Jka - A l, 2 ,...,nl

The x-variablea are assumed to be indepewient Bernoulli random -variables,

and therefore tihe g-variable is binomially distributed with parmters

Pijkn and ns. The probability mass function of a bhnomial distribution is:
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14,jk,."(S.,,•k (P - ps)C',, 0 Pgjk''

where

Ljjj = Probability of exactly Cjk& detections in nj

observations. The mpution can also be Interpreted
as the likelihood (probability) that the observed
pattern of detections (of the jti feature on the
kth look angle) would occur during the nth time
step if the ith hypothesis were true.

(n) . n' binomial coefficient

nj Number of observations of the jth feature during a
time step.

Number of detections (of the jth featura on the
kth look angle) during the nth time step.

The g-variables are assumed to be independent random variables over

the index set (Jk,n). Therefore, the joint probability is a product of

the individual probabilit~es:

PKQlt 6 HI~t 14 1 lj k a

where

Prob[D> IHa)] Likelihood that cbsorved pattern of detections
(of all features on all look angles over all

memorable time steps, including the nth step)
would occur if tl' ith hypothesis were true.

k 1,2,..,k%=4

r Munbw.' of time ataps for which patterns can
be remembere*; r is t•e lanXth of meory of
the Celasuficatlon proceOO.



The ratio of two likelihoods is a inoare of the disgonmitic inqiaet of

the data co one hypothesis relative to another hypothesis. For eszmle*

I the likelihood ratio L/LAS - 10, tOen the data is ten times ioRM

fawocable to hypothesis R3 than it is to HU.

5. Posterior Calculation

Once the 1.ikelihcoda are calculated, the posterior@ are easily

detersined from Dayea' rule:

ftaC~s~) ProbED. 111) ProbE:H, I

ProbEHi) - The a priori probability that the ith
hyjiotheri i is tre. The priors are input
canstantm that quautify Intelligance data
an the targeta before acy sonar data is
gathered.

ProbLR I DJ - The posterior probability that the ith
hypothesis is tzaa after observi!j
memorable sonar data through the nth
timt step.

The posterior probabilities are raw-.dna, at-tho-unmiut, probability

estimates that are ass'Itiaed to the hypotheses. The posteriors are not

theswelves decision probabilitiss, although the wuaing o• the phrase
"probebility of cladsitfication" could be defined as the Fosterior prob-

abilr.y. De.ision probabilitiows, such as probability of classification,

are definad in the next sect~on on docisic..4 wtak-lrq.

25
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V BEC:SJON MAKING

The decision making ele-mt of the NUSAC %I sthodology represents

that portion of the claesification process that determine* the target

classes and directs tactical action. A layesian decision 6riterion that

uses the posterior probabilities sad conditional values of decision

outcomes is the basis of the decision waking uodel.

A. Decisions and Values

The analyst must define a set of possible decisions, 3 1,...,Rk.

Next a set: of values Va1[BblHa), of the kth decision, conditlome on the

ith hypothesis being true, must be defined. The values are relative

measures, In that they may represent the conditional monetary value,

economic value, or utility value of the decision outcome. The exact

formulation of the decision met and the value functions will depend on

the particular application of the MUSAC I1 methodology. There are two

general categories of decisions: tactical decisions and classification

decisions.

1. Tactical Decisions

At some point in the engagent the observer must make tactical

Sdecisions based on his matinate of the composition of the target group.

An example is the decision to launch a weapon at a particular target.

Consider the example described in Chapter ilX where the hypothesis sat

consists of three possible target types HVU, LVU, and WON and two

possible t2vacks. Assiming the objective of the observer is to attack the

HVU, m possible decision net fao tactical action is-
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BI. attack the target on track fl

Bg: eatack the target on track #2

33 : d oenZ;e anJ search for ofther targetw.

Next a set of conditional valuos of the decision, assuming the ith

hypothesis is true, mat be defined. For example, the values for actio,

B1 for hypotheses that ý,rentify the HVU as being on t:rack #1 would be

greater than the value for thq hypothe'je, th.ot identify the IVU or tw•e--

target as being on trank #1. The values for decision 32 (dimeagage)

would reflect missed opportunity values (coists) for hýypotheses that

identify the HVU being present. In general, the value set must refle.,

the objectives of the observer, and the internal conslitency of the

value net is of importance and not their abxolute value, Although the

values are somewhat loosely defined, the sensitivity of the decisions

to the value structure can easily be determined. For a given met of

replications of the MUSAC II vodel, the valtes of the posteriors can be

sa•cd and then different value structures can be tested with little

additional computational effort.

2. Classification Decisions

The classification decisions can vary from determining the

pTesence of one or m)re targets (detection) to completely describing

the target group (designate a single hypothesis ms true). As with the

tactical decisions, the observer must define his classification dec:ision

met. Depending 'n the context of the problem at hand, the decision set

can -vary from a very rosma description of the target group to a very

doteiled description. in the previous example, a possible declasl.on

set is:
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3I: NVU on track #1

BO: HVU on track #2

B: HVU nout present.

If it in asuied thAt the observer thinks that each decision has equal

importance, then a simple value structure can be defined:

(1 if R, identifies HVU on track #1
WEB]j IjHt - I

to otherwise

1-hif H& identif.s HVU on track #2

0 otherwise

I if Hi does not contain an HilU

0 otherwise

B. Bayes Decision Criterion

Bayes decision criterion ie a rule that def!nem the best decision

by calculating the average (expacted) value of each decision given the

observed data:

EVal[N I D.1 -Valflk 1Ht) I tobi:HI I N
I&

where Prob[HI Ij is the posterior probability of the ith hypothesis,

given the data D% through the nth time step, The Bayes criterion selects

the decision that has the maxitwm expected value:

select decision B* xuch that

k
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In the classif'ication decision mmplv, -Ate expected value of each

decision is simply the sustion of posterior probabilities for hypoth-

eses related to the decision. The classificotion decision B* is then

the dec:7.,ion with the highest aggregated probability,

C. Deferred Decision Making

The decisiou aaeker may have the option to make the decision B* an

indicated by the Bayes criterion, or to defer the decision and collect

additional information. To model this process, a new function is

defined. The expected vV.ule of perfect information given the data,

EVal[PIID.], is defined as the expected value of the best decision (smoa

of the values of the best decision for each hypothesis times the poste-

rior probability of the hypothesis) minus the expected value of the

Bayes decision:

EVal[PIID.] uw) maxt.iNIHa)) ftobEHgID.] - EVaEBIN)
k

In the limit as the posterior p:obability of a particular hypothesis

approaches unity, the expected value of perfect information approaches

zero.

The decision maker selects decision B* at the fiktt time step that

the expected value of perfect information drops below an input threshold VO:

if EVal[PIwD.] % VO

theu select decision B*

If, however, the expected v~due o.ý perfect information is greater than

the threuhold, then the decision maker will defer making a decision and

will collect more information.
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The idea behind this procedure is that if the expected value of the

best decision is considerably hisher than the current Biyes decision,

then it pays to continue gathering information to make a better decision

in the future. On the other hand, if the expected value of the bast

decision is only a little higher than the current Bayes decision, then

it is better to select decision B* because the gain, in expected value

F.valEPIJI , is not worth the risk V0. For example, if a submariner

thought he were clocing an ASW capable target group, Vo would reflect

the risk associated with counterdetection and might be a relatively large

value. Convervely, if the submariner did not expect a high ASW threat,

Vr would be a relatively low value. In the modeling sense Vo is a

control para.cter--high values cause quick decisions with higher chances

of selecting the wrong decision, and low values delay the decision until

very conclusive acoustic information is incorporated in the posterior

probabilities. Vo need not be a constant over the engagement. For

example, in the initial stages of the engagement Vo might be a low. value

because there is little risk to, the observer because the targets are at

long range. As the observer clooes the targets, the risks of counter-

detection increase and the value of Vo shoul.d be increased accordingly.

In the classification decision example, the threshold parameter Vo

can be interpreted as a probability threshold, or a measure of acceptable

uncertainty. If V0 is a Iov value, say 0.05, then the expected value of

a decision must exceed 0.95 for the decision to be made, otherwise it

will be deferred.

D. Decisil, Probabilities

From Monte Carlo replications of the MUSAC X1 model the peobability

of making each decision can be estimated. To calculate the probability

of making a specified decision at a porti.cular time step, a ivry random

variable is defined:
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S1 if Bk B* at t =tow
xkAr

0 otherwise

That in, if the kth decision is made at the nth time. step cn the rth

replication, xuae is set to 1, and is 0 otherwise. The probability of

making the kth decision at the nth time step can then be estimated by:

R

Prob[BkD.D21J 1

where R is the total number of replications. These probabilities can

be summed over the time steps to estimate the probability of making

decision BN at any time in the engagement; or the Prob[B DA] can be

summed over the decisions to estimate the probability of making some

decision at a particular time step. The probability of nome decision

at some time is the double sum over time and decisions.

Correct and incorrect classification probabilities are examples of

decision probabilities. In the classification decision example, if the

IIVU were truly on track #1, then the probability of correct classifica-

tion is:

Prob[CC] = Prob[JID,]

The probability of incorrect classification is:

ProblUECJ I (rlrobEiigxN 4. Prob[B.-D211

and the probability of no classification is:

1?robLINC] 1I~ Prob[HkD~
Sk
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E. Engaitgeint MOE

The expected value of the engagement can be used as an overall

measure of effectiveness (MOE) to study the. effects of parameter varia-

and verged verthe replications:

r

where Br is the decision on the rth replication, H0 is the true hypoth-

esis, and R is the total num~ber of replications. In the classification

decision example, the engagea~nt MR is idenfleal to the probability of

correct classification.
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Appendix A

DERIVATION OF SIGNAL PRMCESSOR. STATISTICS

A rationale for the channel output statintics is presented in this

appendix. The first section derives general equations for the statistics

of the squared magnitude of a stm of independent random vectors. These

equations are used ir. various ways in the next three sections; the sec-

tions present the assumptions and derivAtions for the narrowband, broad-

band, and modulated broadband equations.

A. Statistics of thoA Squared Me.nitude of a Sum
of Independent Rand'om Vectors

The random 'farialie P to defined as:

where the As's Are vectors, If the magnitude of A, is the rms pressure

from the ith source, theu P represents the poer from all sources at a

given frequency.

The above equation cal be rewritten as a double sum of dot products

between the vectors:

P E E JDAt Aj con (91 -09)

where A, is the magnitude and 01 is the phase angle of the ith veci~r.

Two assumptions are made: the As's and 01's are all. independn~nt

random variables; and the 01 'a are uniformly distributed from 0 to 21T

radians. Under the independence assumptions, the axpec~ted value of P is:

now=%~
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E(P) - EE(At) + rE (A1 ) -(Aj) E(co. es.)

where 1j -Ot - Oj. Under the imiform angle assumption, the expected

values of the cosine terms are zero. Therefore, the expected value of

P is:

in other words, the average total power from many Independent sources -,4

the sum of average power from each source.

The extiected value of the square of P is:

E(PP) - Z DE(AAajAs.cos Oe cos Gum

When none of the indices are equal, the expected value of the argument is

zero because the expected values of both cosine terms are zero. Likewise,

when any thiee of the indices are equal but the fourth index is not, the

expected value of the arg•ment is zero because the expected value of one

of the cosine terms is zero (the other cosine term has value one). When

all indices are equal, the expected value of the argument is:

F.(A!)

When i j sd a n and i ý m, the expected value of the argument is:

E(Aj) E(Ag)

And finally, when i - m and j - n and i J, and when i n and J-m

and i J J, the expected values of the argument are:

E(ej) E(Ak) E(coso O81)

and E(A2?) E(A,) E(cos Osj cos Ojj)

The expected value of the square of the corine in 1/2.
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r
Combining the sb:e results, the expected value of PP Is:

E(9) Z E(,) +2 EE(AJ ) E(Aj)
0ii

The square of the expected value of P is:

e (P) [E(I7)e - B (A:) z(Aj

e (in) r e E(Ae,) + rEA~ E , (Ae)
I 0i

And therefore the variance of P is:

Var(P) - E(o) - E•(P)

Var(k) - • Var(a) + E1 E(A!) E(A1 ) .

In other words, the variance of the total power from many indepmadent

sources is larer than tbi sum of the variances of the pmowr from each

source.

The next task is to calculate the covariance between two squared

etgnitudes of sums of independent random vectors:

P E XA, Aj coou(01 -9j
I j

Q - •JŽ , Ai cos(qq)

where A& 01 Bp % &;- all independent random variables except that Ak to

not independent of B&, and 01 is not indepemdent of qcs (hoever, As is

independent of O, etc.). 'rhe angles 01 and W are assuied to be uniformly

dixtributed from 0 to 2TY radians.

The expected value of the product is:

E(PQ) - Ž~ E(Ai As P. Yý coo 014 coo

where U1 ý - 0& - 04 and CN. -y - C,.. When none of the indices are

equal, or when any three indices are equal but the fourth is uot equal,
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the empected value of the arguieet is zero. When al Indices are eoal.

the expected value of the argurant is:

When i - J a a -m n and i .a, the expected value of the arsuuwt Is:

E(e,) E(e)

When i- and j - n avr1 i A J, and when i - n sad j -n mad 1 j the

expect: ed values of the argmwent are:

E(AIB 1 ) .(AjB:) R(com 18% coa %n )

7?,(ABj) E(AJBJ) E(cos OJa con (PrA)

Combining the above results, the expected v-alt, of IQ is:

+ 2 EM2S E(A, B, ) E (A B4) -(con e1 j co r A j)

hlie product of expected values in:

E(P) E(Q) E .(k Y-] .(B•)
I.A

F,(P) E (Q) F. J(eA z E(eA) + B r, (g) oe(B)

Therefore, the covariance between P awl Q is:

Cov(P,Q) - E(OI'Q) - E(P) E(Q)

Cov(PQ) " E Cov(A Yi?)X

+ 2 XJ (A ) B) E(As H) E (cos 01jO con cp j

Note that Cov(P,Q) reduces to the previously derived Vor(V) when

As B, and O1
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D. Narroiuband Statistics

Tho equations f or ja uW 0 for thiN nrrostmnd c~ame aer drivad by

asommipS that the ouplAcud* Agk arnd phase %s. ften tha Ith vovxre in the

nth frequency bin hmve tho statistics xo dvofine4 in UTa~l~ 1 Ume symbols

A,%, A4a 6g, 01. are Wein- umed in the wssame ne* as the ayn"b~Im A& 3,1

%.~p in the preyfius section.

The asnuoWtions are discuszoA below by squation nuwber:

(1) The signal powr and the noise power &re assawAne to be

equally distributed evenr the nari%-,\Kaad of vidth W.

(2) The variance of the pignal is zero; this wooua that the
Lofar line auplituuo is easuamed to be convtant. The
variance of the noise power is the square of the moan
noise powr, this in a Goauseian noise asisawption,

(3) The bin-to-bin covariance of the migna1 power is zero
because the amplitude in constant. The covarieuca of
the noise power is zero because the noise in assuaW
to be independent from bin-to-bin.

(4) The expected value of the signal amplitude product io
equal to the expected signal power because the signal
amplitude is constant. By assuminig that Ph* bin-to-bin
covariance of the noise amplitude is xero, the expected
value of the product of noise aimplitude is equal to the
square of tht expected value of the noise amplittude.
The noise tplitude A is Rayleigh distributed with man

(5) The bin-to-bin covarionce of the product of the sigael
cosines is 1/2 because the phase angle fro a given
source ins assumed to be completely correlated from bin
to bin. The cov#arlance is zero for noise phase because
it is assumed to be independent from bin to bin. The
covariancea involving signal phase with nois*ý phase arm
also zero because they are assumed independent.

The man power from all sources over all frequency bins is:

x(p) E(Ar416)n

E(P) - r w [~+7
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therefor*, S + R

whore S - ~S" ,,.,
R " .I k =1,2,oao.r

The variance of the pnar is computed from the formulee derived in

the previoa section. The variance of the pow x In the nth bin is:

Var(F.) - Va.-(0A, ) +EEZ(A1a)IA4

"(a ]+!
Var(PR) JT E(sjtu)2 - V)

where V = S I ,

The covoriance of the power in the nth bin with the power in the nth bin is:

Cov(P, Pa) - • Cov(A0 3.AA,)

+ 2f'EE(A 1 .A 4 .) X(AS.Als) 9(co•9 1j. coo OgCw)

COv(P,, P.) - EZEE(iaA.i) E(AjAj.) i 1.

Cov (Pa. Pa) - [ ý ] ~3(h

COv(PM, 6 ) - W)V)

The variance of the power frow all bins in:

Var(P) - •Var(P%) + 23D CovO(., PS) n ,...,iT

Vr M [(S+) + -V, + V.

thorefore

V+a - s:' + J.s+ e
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As an example, assume just oe signal of power S1 and no nolis (R - 0)

then the variance iso-

0 S! t-S? -0

as it should be since the amplitude of the sigtal is assumed to be

constant. If, however, there are two signals of power S, and Sm and no

noise, theu the variance is:

C? - (sk +so 2 - (S•+S) + S S,

In this case the two signals have interfered randomly with each other

because of their random values of phase angle. If S1 - At and E6 - A,

then the minimn= power it, (A1 - A2 )
2 , the mmaxnum power is (A, + As)',

and the variance due to random values inbetween Is 2 A•A .

The distribution of power caused by random interforence is not

normally distributed. If, however, there are many independent signals,

then the total power is approximately normally distributed (usually)

with mean 1 and variance OP as derived above. The normal distribution

assumption is not very good when there are only a few sources, as will.

be the case with a MUSAC II application. There is, however, a compen-

sating effect that will tend to reduce the errors involved by assumiug

a normal distribution. The most critical time for having an accurate

detection model occurs when the lines are just being detected. In this

case the signals are all mall and the variance is approximately re/IW.

A normal distributi.on for the small signal camse :1,s reaoonable because

the piner is averagad over WT bins.
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In addition to the question of the shape of the distribution, there

is also the question of observation-to-observation independence. It is

reasonab'e to asuime that the noise is independent from one observation

to another, but the source signals may not be independent. This is

because the random phase angle may not change fast enough compared to the

averaging time, The argument for assuming independence uses the same

point as raised in assuming a normal distribution: for the cases of

Interest, the !Aofar signal will be small; thus the noise terms in the

variance will dominate, and therefore the observation-to-observarion

indepandeuce of noise will also dominate.

The mean end variance of the data channel were derived asn

C - VS+ -1RR -LR
S-

WT W

The equations for tie mean and variance of the reference channel, are found

by simply setting ti.- signal. terms to zero:

Wi'

Detection of a Lofar line is perfooxed by ctparing I.he narroibark] in

question to an average background that is near the nrrwban frequency.,

1Te *-equation assumes that the average background is caused entirely by

broadband noise: there rmy be broadband targat iuise in the Ibckground but

no Lofar lines. 'This in a reasonable anstnption if the vmiouvo linem ivre

spread out enough on the display for there to be a&rea visible on either

side of any line. 'The value of a(Tj is not the va~riakce of the average

background. it is, insi:.ead, the variance of just onf simple of backhroumn;
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there my be many samples of background, all of th"& used to compute the

average background value. The ide" behind the a -equation is that if the

signal sources were rr-mved, then the data channel would have the same

variance ax the reference channel.

The detection threshold is assumed to be adequately described by:

a - gt&*+d a*

The threshold is not a random variable in the sense that the output of

data channel is a random variable; however, the threshold does chau4ge in

response to the changing geomstry and to tits random process that generates

the input valuee of source level, propagation loss, and noise level. The

abova definition of the detection threshold Im equivalent to assuming a

constant false alarm threshold. This means that if there Is no Lofar line,

then the random output from the data channel will exceed the threshole at a

constant rate of:

d

"where f - false alarm rate (number/adn)

At time step duration (=in)

n - naber of observations in a time step

d - nswuber of refereoce channel standard
deviation* the threchold is set above the
reference channel mean.

C. Broadband Statistics

The aq•,ýAticns for p, and c* for the broadband cast- are derived by

assuming that the amplitude A%. and phase 01, from ith source in the Lith

frequency bin has the following stetA xtiu:
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(1) E(A:,) - R &f

(2) Var (At 5  - Eu. Af)32

(3) Cov(Asa., A&. 0 n U

(4) E(cos Gsj. cos Oju) - 0 ni j

where Gsjz - 01. - Oj. ; the difference of the ith %n4 jth

phase angles in the nth frequency bin.

Af - l/T; width of the frequency bin (Hz).

T - averaging time (see).

RIA W mean square power from the ith source Ln the
nth frequency bin of width Af.

The first equation is a definition of symbols. The second equation in a

Gaussian noise assumption. The third equation assumss that the noise

power in one frequency bin is independent of the noise in another bin.

The final equation assumes that the difference in phase angles between

two sources is also independent from bin to bin.

The muean power from all frequency bins is:

E(P) - Ee.s l

E(P) - zR:., A f
a l

therefore R- 5 R(f) df

where R'(f) - Z R:(f)

The sum over small ftequency bins has been approxziated by the integral

over a power density function: R" (f,) • Rj', wbere fa is the :enter

frequency of the nth frequency bin.
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The variance of the power is computed from the formulae derived in

Section A. The variance of the power in the nth frequency bin in:

Var(P,) - F Var (e, + Zj E (e (

Var(P,) LR:", Af ]2 +Z E R,. Rj, U2

Var(PP) [YRj

The covariance of the power in the nth bin with the power in the mth bin

is zero because of the independence assumptions. Therefore, the variance

of the total power in:

war(P) = a(P

Var(lP) - 4~RA' tiE

therefore z[Rl(f) 2 df A

where R'(f) - I-'R'(f)

The sum over small frequency bins has been approximated by the integration

over a squared power density.

The equations for the broadband statistics for the data channel are:

R' df

S• [R']• dE

where R' " S1 + N'; and where S' is a sum of target spectra and N' is a

sum of noise spectra. The equationi for the broadband statistics for the

reference channel are derived by assuming that the target spectra are

reduced by a side lobe factor; the target spectra are not set to zero.
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Thus, if S'* is the sum of target spectra when all targets are in the

side lobes, then the reference spectrms is.s:

Rt* S'"* + N'

and the mean and variance of the reference channel is:

¶( ERI* df

1 [R#*T% df
T .

The reference channel statistics are defined this way so that the phenom-

enon of aide lobe masking will. be properly represented. The presence of a

nearby target will drive the reference channel mean up and therefore the

data channel outpus: will have to satisfy a higher detection threshold.

The net effect will be a low probability of detection when strong aide

lobe interference is present.

D. Modulated Broadband Statistics

-lTe mean and'variance of the data channel are derI:e, by first

asstuming that the modulated voltage waveform from the array is given by:

x(t) = a(f + m cos Ot) cos wit

where a is the amplitude of the carrier wave of angular frequency w,

and m in the modulation index of the modulating wave of angular frequency

•o The modulated voltage can also be written asý

X(t) -- (co -(If)t + a con Wt + -f- con (W+O)t

Since there is a band of waves with approximately the same amplitude a,

the wave of amplitude nwA/2 avA angular frequency U) + 0 (the third term in

the above equation) will interfere with a carrier wave of amplitude a anl

frequency W I •. The average power in the interference pattern is the
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sum of poes a-a ,- because the two waves Are. incoherent.
Another modulated wave of carrier frequency w' w + 20 will have a low

side component of amplitude ma/2 and angular frequency w . - w + 0.

Thus the total power at frequency f = (wi8)/2n is:

P1 df -a+

If the definitions: M = mn and S' df = a2 /2 are used, then the average

signal power density at frequency f is:

I S1P' = S' 2

By assuming that the value of M changes slowly with frequency and that

0 is small compared with (u, the expression for the average power density

can be integrated over a frequency band:

P P1 d&f

The integration liudtit, f, and f 2 , must be large compared to 0/2rr.

Ohn noise spectrum N' can be included in the integrand of the above

equatiu,;• because the noise is assumed to be independent of the signal.

With the addition of noise, the mean power in the data channel is:

+= 1 + MS' +N] df

and the mean of the reference channel is found b y setting the modulation

s-gnat to zero:

. 5Is' + N'] df

The variances for the two channels are similar to the broadband case:

02 + 1 MS, + N df

c2  ' [s' + N'] +Nf

where T is the averaging timne.
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PRV'ACE

This report covers the work performed by US Army Natick
Research and Development Command during FY 75 in support
of the camouflage testing program of MASSTER. This work
ws performed by NARADLOM under a transfer of funds from
US Army Mobility Equipment Research and Engineering Coci-
mand. These D•ds were used for the purchase of materials
and outside processing and services for fabrication of items.

The report also covers work performed by contract under tech-
nical guidance by NARADCOt. The contract on camonfolage of
tents with Franklin Institute Research Iaborat~ory was equally
funded by MULU)C() and NARADCOH with Dr. C. J. Monego of
NAHADCOd as Project Officer. The contract on camouflage
of packaging material. with Battelle Columbus laboratories
was funded by M3R=DC0 with technical guldhnce provided by
Mr. Raymond Mansur of NARADCOK.

AU2 technical guidance by the above and by the authors of
this report was supported by NARADCOM mission funds.
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1~

SUPPOM TO MASSTM PHASE II CAMOUFLAGE TEST

The US Arm Ntick Research and Demlopment Command (NARADCOI4) US Army Mobility
Equipment Research and Development Command (MItADCOE), and Modern Army Selected
System. Test, Evaluatiom, and Review (MASSTER) have been engaged in a cooperative
Saseasammt of developments in personal camouflage for the past several years, The
results of the earlier, somewhat limited efforts, clulminated in the Phase I
Camouflage Test which up performed during FY 1973. The following statement
from the Phase I report summarizes the basis for MASSTUR's participation in

the Army-wide camouflage program.

"An evaluation, conducted during MASSTIR combined test AECB II and TRICAP I,2

indicated the camouflage posture of participating Army units required considerable
improvement. The V[ofSA indicated a desire that MASSTER take a leading role in
developing innovative camouflage techniques. Ab a result, MASSTER developed a
camouflage evaluition program, and this report documents Phase I of that program."

Before Phase I was completed it became apparent that a second exercise would
be necessary, mainly to compensate for the rather low level of emphasis on
camoi flags of the individual soldier. This is stressed in plans for Phase II
Camouflage Test, that began in the sumuer of 1975.

To allow for proper emphasis on personal camouflage in the Phase II Test,
it was necessary that extnesive support in material be given by NARADCOM and
HERADCC0. The Lead laboratory for Camouflage Technology at MEUDCOM transferred
$52,000 to NARADCCM to supply t.he many items listed in Section 3. hese funds
were used exclusively for purchases of materials and services from outside sources,
both governmental and commercial. In addition NARADCOM supplied approximately
$100,000 of mission funds, largely for technical and managerial support by NARADCOM.

Some of the items furnished were suggested by MERADCOM and MASSTE, and others
by NARADCOM. The list of items was subsequently agreed upon at meetings of
personnel of all three agencies. The basic intent was to furnish those items
needed to permit a camouflage evaluation of the complete system of clothingand person equipment as used by a soldier in combat rather than an the item'-byý-item
basis.

i. Marrero-Camacho, G. and R.B. McDermott, Camouflage Evaluation Report

(Phase I), MASSTER Test Report No. FM 153, Hq MASSTE•, Ft. Hood, Texas 76544
' (2 January 1974).

2. Humphreys, Adolph H., Camouflage Team Report of MASSTER ACCB II/TRICAP I,
Report 2028, US Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center, Fort
Belvoir, VA 22060 (April 1972).



2. Concets of Testijig Cl-othim for C-amuflage Effectiveneas

In 1962 a joint exe:*cine on effectiveness of personal camouflage was 4pnducted
under the auspices of the Infantry Board, the Egineer Research and Development
laboratories and the Quartermaster Research and Development Command. This exercise
was conducted at Fort Benning and utilized troops wearing different uniforms, both

pýattenued and monotone. The subjects were viewed by a group of trained observers
in the test area. Six vniforms were considered in a detailed, quantitative field

test:

a. British monotOne similar to Olive Green 107

b. U.S. Army Olive Green 107 without load-carrying equipment

c. U.S. Army Olive Green 107 with load-carrying equipment

d. U.S. Army 1948 four-color camouflage pattern

e. U.S. Marine Corps Mitchell pattern

f. U.S. Army Khaki 1 uniform similar in design to b and d.

Observation ranges varied from 500 to 1800 meters. It was reported" that at
none of t he ranges could any of the patterns be visually resolved into their
individual components. Also, the average, integrated colors were nearly the
same for the first five colors listed. If it is assumed that a subject was
uniformly illuminated a-d the brown, dark green and black areaa of the 4-color
pattern are visually equivalent at the observation ranges, a dark-light pattern
should be discernible at some range. Under the conditions of the test the
contrast between the dark and light areas was about 1.0. For an average area of
aboujO cm for parts of the light ýreen portion of this 4-color pattern, Tiffany
data•' suggest the dark-light pattern could not have been resolved beyond about
200 meters. Thus, both by expectation and observation, the contrast of each of
the first five uniforms (listed above) with the background against which it was
viewed was approximately the same. Unfortunately, extremely hot and dry weather
seared the grass that comprised most of the viewing background and, therefore,
the contrast with the terrain for these five uniforms was high, probably equivalent
to about 0.8. The Tiffany data also guggest that all five of thece tarket uniforms
with a perceived area of about 0.75 m should be visible at al" ranges, under the
good viewing conditions that generally prevailed during the test.

3. Gee, D. L , and A. H. Humphreys, User Review of Camouflage for the Individual
Combat Soldier in the Field, ERDL Report No. 1834, Mobility Equipment R&D Command,
Ft. Belvoir, VA. 22060, Oct 1965.

4. Blackwell, H. R., Contrast Thresholds of the Human Eye, J. Opt. Soc. Amer.,,
.36, 624v-643 (1946).

5. K1Mleton, W.E.K., Vision Through the Atmosphere, U. Toronto Press, 1952.
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The sae data suggest that the detection range for the Khaki 1 uniform, with a lower

contrast with the background (probably about 0.2), should be about half that of the
other uniform. The results of the test, indeed, supported the conclusion that the
Khaki 1 uniform was substantially less conspicuous than the other five, which were
indistinguishable from one another.

The color of the terrain, its near absence of perceptual clutter, and the
extredW observation ranges combined to preclude any quantitative comparison of

* patterned uniforms and their monotone equivalents. Moreover, as the test
I progressed, the observers became familiar with the tezt area. This may have

biased the results. Some of these unfortunate factors were avoided in the
design of MASSTDI test FM Xt: the grass was greener, observation ranges were
shorter; observers were frequently rotated. Yet the contrast with the immediately
surrounding terrain against which targets were viewed was still rather high,
probably near 0.5.

The qualitative visual portions of the 1962 test yielded some interesting
observations. An ambush and an infiltration test were conducted at shorter
ranges and in more cluttered terrains, where patterns could be resolved. It
was generally agreed that patterned uniforms were more effective than monotone
uniforms under these conditions. It was also observed, however, that addittonal

* measures need to be taken beyond a camouflaged uniform and helmet cover to achieve
camouflage effectiveness. In none of the 1962 testing was a specific attempt made
to disrupt the soldier's silhouette beyond modest use of indigenous materials such
as foliage or long grass. One of the most conspicuous clues was the black, shiny
boots that were worn. At long ranges they were generally obscured, but at the
short ranges us-i in the informal, qualitative observations, the boots were often
visible. Anothkz conspicuous clue to recognition of a man at all ranges was the
characteristic head-neck-shoulder outline. These subjective observations were
generally borne out in the later Vietnam experience.

NASSThI FM 204b was partly intended as a prelude to a more definitive test
of camouflage effectiveness. Improving on the design of the 1962 test, it was
also hoped that quantit~ti*e data on probability of detection as a function of
range would be generated that could be useful in various computer models. From
FM 20b it was hoped -hat one of the patterned uniforms could be identified as
being less conspicuous than the others. This uniform could then be augmented
with other patterned or otherwise camouflaged items to provide the soldier with
a full complement of camouflage within the state of the art. It was planned
that this aupmentel. patterned, camouflage clothing and equipment system wou3.s be
compared later with a simila, system consisting only of standard items in the

* - monotone olive green color in competitive unit exercises. The rational for this
type of test was that a quantitative measure of camouflage effectiveness should
be in realistic operational terms that relate to a tactical environment.

Such an exercise involves pitting one fully camouflaged force against an
equivalent force equipped only with standard, authorized olive green mo~otone
eouipment in a field setting. At the time FM 204b was being formulated, it
wao planned that the follow up exercise would be squad-on-squad scale using an
apprcipriate, available scenario. The basis of effectiveness woulc. have included
scoring probable casualties by available techniques.

3



It was not necessarily expected that the squad-on-squad exercise would, by
itself, provide a total basis for a cost/effectiveness analysis, but that it
would at least have pointed the direction that future, uefinitive, testing should
take. It is anticipated that implementing personal camouflage to the full, extent
now possible within the current state of the artmight add about 15 per cent to the
cost of a complete clothing and personal equipment system for the combat soldier.
Proper analysis requires that the effectiveness data also be quantitative and
realistic. It is within this context that the many items listed and described
in the following sections were produced and made available for the MASSTER test.

3. Summaryr of Item to be Tested

The list below tabulates the items furnished to MASSTE for test beginning
the suaner of 1975. The items were not intended to be evaluated separately,
but to be used as componestis of experimental ensembles that represent total
clothing and personal e4uipment systems, typical of those that might ue seen by
soldiers in combat stations. Although some items will be subjected to individual
evaluation, and some screening of similar items is under way, the more rigorously
conducted tests will deal with comparisons umong systems of personal equipment.

a. Standard Combat Tropical Uniforms, Olive Green 107

b. Standard Combat Tropical Uniforms, US Army 1948 4-color pattern

c. Experimental Desert Uniform, 6-color pattern

d. Experimental Uniforms for Verdant Terrains with four levels of expansion
of the US Army 1948 4-color pattern

e. Experimental Uniforms with Lcperimental Disruptive Camouflage for Verdant
Terrains

f. Experimental Uniforms with "Tiger" pattern oriented horizontally

g. Standard Helmet Covers, Reversible

h. Standard Helmet Covers, 1948 4-color pattern

i. Experimental Helmet Covers, Coarse Net

J . Experimental Body Net, Coarse Net

k. Standard Ballistic Vesta, Olive Green 106

1. 7.Jl• "est-s, Stan-dard ý-r' p;- l:•-'rn

m. Ballistic Vest, Excerimental 4-color pattern expanded by 60 per cent

n. Experimental Poncho, ExIperimental 4-color pattern

4
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o. Experimentai Watch Covers

p. Eperimental Weapon Covers

q. Standard Load Carrying Equipment

r. Load CarryIng Equipment with Experimental 4-color Camouflage Pattern

a. Experimental Pack Covers, 4-color

t. Experimental Pack Covers, 6-color

u. Experimental Overcoloring Compound, Removable

v. Experimental Overcoloring Compound, Durable

w. Experimental Combat Boots, Green

x. Experimental Combat Boots, Tan

y. Experimental Face Paints, Desert Colors

"z. Experimental Face Paints, Verdant Colors

aa, Experimental Face Veil

bb. Experimental Dye Packets for Field Dyeing of Personal Items
(Handkerchiefs, Underwear, etc.)

cc. Standard Leather Glovesp Tan

dd. Experimental Leather Gloves, Tan

ee. Experimentally Patterned General Purpose Small Tent, Nature Pattern

ff. Experimentally Patterned General Purpose Small Tent, MERDC Pattern

gg. Experimentally Patterned General Purpose Medium Tent, Mature Pattern

Sgghh. Experimentally Patterned General Furpose Medium Tent, MarDC Pattern

ii. Experimental Recoloring Compound for Tentage

jj. Experlmentally Camouflaged Packaging Materials

kk. Pcperimentally Camouflaged Mobile Field Kitchen

T Descriptions of each item furnished by Natick Research and Development
Command for testing by MASS TER in the Phase II Camouflage Test are given in
Section 4 of this report.
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4. DevelopMent of Items for Test

As indicated in the tabiiation in Section 3, many of the items furnished to
MASSTE are standard and available from stock. For tVt reason no developmental
data are furnished for these items.

a. Standard Combat Tropical Uniforms, Olive Green 107

Thirty-five coats and trousers, combat tropical, have been furnished in a
variety of sizes. The fabric used in these garments is cotton poplin with a
6.35 man nylon rip-stop, vat dyed to an Olive Green 107 shade.

The Olive Green 107 shade is vat dyed and was developed in 1950 by the
Quartermaster Research and Development Command directed to sniperscope detection.
It was type classified in 1952. Figure B.1 is the reflectance curve from 400 to
1000 nm for this uniform. Included are C.I.E. tristimulus coordinates, visual
reflectance and the ratio of infrared to red reflectances integrated with respect
to the sensitivity functions of CD film. Figure A.1 includes a photograph of
this uniform.

b. Standard Coiibat Tropical Uniforms. 1928 -color Pattern

Fifty coats and trousers in Lhe same fabric as 4.a. have been furnished in a
variety of sizes. The four colors were vat printed over a vat-dyed ground shade
in a regular procurement.

The pittern was originally designed in 1948 at. tht Engineer Research and
Development Center. Subsequently, it was translated to fabric under guidance
by the QM Research and Development Command and type classified in 1966 as the
US Army 1948 camouflage pattern, also directed toward minimizing sn3perscope
detection.

Figure B.2 gives reflectance curves and computational data for each of the

four colors of the camouflage pattern of this uniform. Figure A. 1 is a photo-
graph of the 1948 4-color pattern with the standard Olive Green 107 uniform
described in 4.a.

c. Experimental Desert Uniforms. 6-color Pattern

Fifty experimentally developed desert uniforms were furnished for the
Phase II test in the same tariff of sizes as in 4.a. This camouflage pattern
was designed at MERADCOM. Subsequently, the pattern was printed under NARADCOM
technical guidance on a fabric that was designed for use in combat clothing for
desert terrains. This is the pattern design evaluated by MASSTER in Phase I, of
which it was said, "the desert uniform was the most effective in breaking up the
silhouette at the longer ranges".

6



"This a at was based on subjective visual observation alone. Simultaneous
laboratory .u estgatior at NARADCOM demonstrateA that some alteration in visual
color and , • -tial changes in infrared _-eflectance should be made. To make
the indicated corrections a total reformulation of the vat dyed printing ma
required. Guidance for the reformulat.ion 6wa provided by application of the
Kubelka-Munk analysis of colorant layers, Figures A.2. and A.3 are photographs
with conventional and infrared color film, respectivelyl, of the original and
corrected 6-color desert uniforms, those sent for Phase I and Phase II,
respectively. Figures B.3 and B.4 are reflectance curves for each of the five
major colors of each of the two uniforms. The dye formulations used for the
base color and the colorant components of the preit paste for each of the six
colors are given in A.imendix C.1. The fifty uniaorms provided to MASSTE were
produced using these corrected formulatizdn•.

In.2 fbricating the experimental uuiforia a nylon/cotton sateen, approximately
290 g/m , was used. The design of the jacket and trousers is similar to the combat
tropical uniforms, a design agreed upon jointly for all uniforms in the test in
the interest of consistency to eliminate the factor of garment design end outline.

d. Four-Color Pattern Expansion

The MASSTE r .)ort of Phase 11 indicated a definite subjective preference
for camouflage patterned uniforms. It also suggested that a larger pattern
nmight be more effective at longer observation ranges. AccordngLy, a series
of four uniforms was made in which four sizes of camouflge pattern were used.
The colorant formulations, shown in Appendix C.2., were identical in each of
the levels of expansion and all printing was done by the same mill at the same
time on the same base fabric.

The fabric used was also a nylon/cotton sateen approximately 290 /m2 and
fabricated inbo tne combat tropical design. Figure A.4. is a photograph that
illustrates the appearance of the four sizes of pacterns used. The smallest
pattern size is the same as the standard US Army 1948 4-color verdant pattern;
the others are of the same geometry and color but linearly expanded by 30, 60
and 100 per cent. Area expansions are therefore, approxisately 70, 250 and 400
per cent, respectively, Figure B.5. presents reflectance and associated computed
data for each of the four colors used in all the patterns.

e. Disruptive Patterned CamouflaMe

Based on observations in Phase I of certain foreign uniforms, it was agreed
by participants in the test that a variation in pattern design from the 4-coler
pattern should also be considered. The pattern selected was one made by printing
the black portion of the "Tiger" pattern (see 4.f.) oriented in a vertical
direction over the standard 4-color 1948 pattern. This resulted in a darker
total effect than other uniforms, as is shown in Figure A. The 4-color
patterned f'wic, all cotton sateen approximately 290 gm , was withdrawn from
general st and over printed with the same black formulation used in the
expansion seried described in 4.d. (see Appendix C.2).

6. Judd, Deane B., Color in Business, Science and Industry, Wiley, New York,1952.
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f. Ti•er Patteraed Uniforms

This pattern, with one variation is that which ws widely used by the ARMN in
Vietnam, This uniform is also illustrated in Figure A.5. with the reflectance data
given in Figure B. 6. The dye f-rmulations used for the various colors are given in
Appendix C.3.

g. Standard Reversible Helmet Covers

Two hundred (200) standard reversible helmet covers, FSN 8415-00-261-6833,
were sent to MASSTER to be used with a variety of uniforms. One side of the
helmet cover is predminantJly greenish, the other tan. The green side of the
helmet cover is illustrated with the Standard Olive Green 107 and the Standard
1948 4.-color patterned uniform in Figure A. L The tan colored side is illustrated
with the 6-color Desert uniform in Figures A.2 and A.3.

h. Standard 4-color Patterned Helmewt Cover

One hundred (100) standard helmet covers maue of tb, US Ary 1948 4-color
pattern, FSN 8415-105-0605 were 3emt to MASSTRL These are il1ustrated in
Figure A.4. with the expansion series of uniforms.

i. Wgerigental Helmet Coes Coarse Netting

A coarely woven net ma vat printed with formulations described in Appendix
C.4. in the 4-color verdant pattern. When fully stretched, the net has a mesh of
about 15 = with strands about 5 mm thick. Helmet covers made of this are
illustrated in Figure A.4. To prevent hang-up in view of the tendency to snag,
the fabric wa tenderized by soking for 2 minutes in a one-per cent solutio of
hydrochloric acid, dried at 105W C, and neutraliized with soda ash.

To form the helmet cover the fabric %*s cut into 50 cm squares, draped over
the helmet bnd held in plce with an elastic tape. it is intended that the excess
fabric be rnixed above the tape to enhance the grss texture and be formed into
an uneven surface with paper covered wire.

J. EwerXIiental Boda Net. Coarse Nettinz

The experimental body nets were made of the same fabric as the helmet cover
in 4 i. Bach net measures about three meters long when st-etched longitudirallV,
and about two meters wide win stretched laterally. The large size ms chosen to
permit troops to use the net experimentally for camoulage purposes in additio
to L close fittl'body net as was JIJ11utrated in the Phase I report . Figure
A. 6 %lLstrates one use of the experimental netting as a personal camouflage net.
The individual body nets weigh about 900 grams and folds easily into a package
140 cm by 18 ca by 5 cm.

k. St§ dad Bal ti Vet

Fifty (50) standard ballistic vests were withdrewn from stock and sent to
HASSIU for Phase IL. The outer layer is nylon and was commercially dyed Olive
Green 106 in a regular procurement. The -ent i. shown in Figure A.l. by the
subject wearing the standard Olive Green 107 coat and trousers.

8



L BalltJic Vests. Standard Si ' k-color Pattern

Wylon duck ras dyed and printed with formulations also given in AppuAU C.4
to produce the standard sizc 4-color pattern. The fabric urs then used to produce

S(50) otherwise standard ballistic vests that were sent to MASSTIR for Phase II.
A Thin item is ullustrated in Figure A. 1 by the subject wearing the standard 1948

4-color patterned uniform. Reflectance and related data are gven in Figure B.7.

m. Ballistic Vest., Ewerimental Pattern

The sam fom•lations (C.4.) and fabric were used to print a 4-color pattern
]inearly expanded 60 per cent vompared with the standard 1948 4-color pattern.

This was used to make fifty (50) armored vests that also were sent to MASSTER
for Phase IL This vest is ilM3strated in Figure A,.A. by the subject wearing
the uniform with the camouflage pattern also expanded 60 per cent. Reflectance
curves and associated computed data for each of the four areas of the camouflage
pattern are the same as those that appear in Figure Bo.7

n. erimental Poncho

Figure A. 6 also illustrates an experimental 4-color patterned poncho,
fifty (50) of vI~ch have been sent to MASSTIM for Phase 3I1. Nylon rdpo-stop
('pWr• 55 g6) am printed with a 4-color pattern using formulations also
listed in AppendUx C.4. This camouflage pattern wa then coated vith clear
polyurethane film to render the item water repellent. Reflectance curves and
related computed data are given in Figure B.8.

o. Exerimenta3. Watch Covers

It was pointed out by NRADCCK personnel that the 'ýih3py directional
reflection from a watch crystal may provide an ea,,',y clue to detection of an
infantry soldier. They requested that a few experimental fabric witch coveru
be furnished to MASSTU for evaluation. These were fabricated from the same
fabric as the uniform in 4.b., with a 4-color pattern. The watch cover is
illustrated in Figure A.1 - by the subject wearing the uniform with the
standard size 4-color camnivflage pattern.

p. AwdeMnte- eaM Covers

MHUDON also recommended that HASSTER evaluate the usefuln•ss of devices
to disrupt the distinctive outline of individual weapons. NAUDCOM fabricated
such items from fambric for fifty (50) V.16 rifles and forwarded them to MASST~r..
These item are illustrated in Figure A.4-, by one of the subjects. Th.. fabrz.c
used mas a standard sized 4-color patterned poplin, as in 4.d., incAzed by hand,
and provided with Velcro fasteners to hold the cover in place. The items were
designed so as to minimize interference with the weapon's function.

q. sD I , C Et

Fifty (50) sets of the new nylon sets of the latest standard load-carrying
equipment were seakt to MASSTEI to be irn with the standard Olive Green 107 in
the Ph•se II tpat. This is illustrated in Figure A. 1.
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r. Patterned Load Qarvn Eouigment
'ifty sets of load carrying equipment, are patterned in a manner similar to

the US Army 4-color pattern by brushing, using the durable experimental overcoloring
compound (see 4.v). These are intended to be worn with the lip-color patterned uniforms
as illustrated in Figure A.4. The items of the load carrying equipment are the same
as in 14..

a. Mearimental Pack Covers. US Army k-Color Pattern

As an alternative to field patterni•g of load carrying equipment., pack covers
of cotton sateen, approximately 290 g/m , with a 4-color pattern the same as 4.b.,
were fabricated. The design was the same as the standard white pack cover for
snew camouflage. This in Illustrated in Figure A.4.

t. hE2rimental Pack Covers, 6-Color Deoert Pattern

Pack covers, siminear to those in 4.s., were fabricated of a nylon/cotton,
appnoximately 290 g/m , with the 6-color desert pattern described In 4.c. The
pack covers are illustrated in Figures A.2 and Ao3 vith the comparable vnLiform.

u. Awerimental OvercolorinA C0oim d. Removable

Five gallons in each of four colors of a removable overcoloring compound for
textiles were sent to MASSTS• The cowpound is water based and ia intended to be
applied to textiles that are not water repellent. Compositimas of the four colors
are given in Appendix C.5. Althougi the colorant system resists water (e.g.rain),
it is readily removed in an alkaline I'undiny. Reflectance curves for each of the
four colors and computed associated data are given in Figure 9. Reflectance C.Urves
cf specimens after removal of the coq.ocund are shown in Figure B.10.

v. KixiErinetal COvercol-or-Ing 2gax~W, D l

For those app atimns that demand a wore permanent overcoloring, i Aurable
formulation has been developed. Five (5) gallons of each of four colora mave
been furnished MASSMN for their consideration. This formulation also is intended'
for application to textile items, Including those that are water repellent. To
illustrate one use f- this overcolorant compound, load carrying equipment was
colonrN with the four colors in a pattern resemblAug the US Army 1948 4-color
patte= (4.b.) The formulation is given in Appendix C.6.

Reflettarce and colorimetric data are shown in Figurm B.l., while the
patterned load carrying equipment is illustrated in Figure A.4.

w. EMerimentel Cc bit Bos, Green

One clue, to de'tection that often has been cited is the shined, black combat
booi,. Only recently NARAMMC has found wmys te overcome problems of water
resistance of a flesh-ouý boot. Accordingly, fifty (50) pairs of combat bdbts
were made with .he flesh side outward. These were tanned and dyed green, as out-
lined in #em•dix C. 7., and were sent to HASSTEt for testing in verdant terriins.
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Figure A.4 showen of the subjects vmring a pai of the geow X.sh-aht

boots; reflectae and colorimetric data are Bhw in Figure P. 12.

Fifty O&Irs* of tan flesh-out boots were also made and 6ent to 14WSSR Cor
testing in an ard terrin. The color of these bots is de entirely to the
tannin process as described in Appendix CG?. The tan boots are ±flustrated
in Figures A.2 and A.3; reflectance and colorimetric data are also given in
Figure B.12.

Y. 3XWdrMsnta DMc MAut IkMEMI COWox

Camouflag face paints have long been used to two down the higlight* and
color of the face and hand, particularlv of Caumsians. In recent years an
insect repellent was Incorporated to povide a dual fonction for the face psunt
stick. One hundred (I0) sticks of the losm and sand colored face paints iwere
sent to MASSIU for testing in an ard terxri Ue composition varied from
standard only in respect to the colorents for the sand color and we done to
improve the infrared reflectance properties. The formultion is described
in Appendix C.8., and i11strated in Fitures A.2 and A.3. Reflctance curves

d computed data are &;Iea in Figure B.13 for the compound as a mess tone.

In a manner simllar to the face paint for arid terrains, the green color e
reftrmilated as a camoufla face paint color for verdant terrains. The second
color in the stick is the same loam color as in the stick for arid terrains.
The reason for obange in the colorant of the green stick wsa its poor reflectivity
in the infrared spectrum. The difference between the old and rdw formulation is
shou Jn the reflectance curves of Figure B.14. The appearance of the new face
paint in illustrated in several figures of Appendix A. Appendix C. 9., contains
Infmnwation on the compouitico of formulations used.

&a. cvimenta Face Yell

A coaufla prcblem that oftan has beow ciXed is that of glare from
spectaces. Since Vrd te2,y one-tbird of the AzW wear corrective lenses
and saW moae we sun Slases, the problem is wide spread. Ce approach to
nit:ýVte the problm is by the use of a netting to cover Lhe face. To minimie
impisrment of vIsion, a fao veil must have a large mesh sims and be dark ir
color to minimise light icattering by the grid. Fifty (50) item were fabricated
fxvu the sma netting as ued In the body net (see 4. j.). To minimis scitterifg
of light, the incer surface was colored with the black dur*le over-coloring
S coqioid (see 4.Y.). The face veil is mounted on an elas ic band and attached
to the helmet as illuaajated in Figure A.4.
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bb. Field 24ina Packeta-

Another camodUge problem arises from the fact that many personal items,
e.g., towels, undervear, and handkerchiefs, are issieH in a uhite stute. When
troops unch such item in the field, they may spread them on bushes or the
gound to dry, in obvious conflict with good camouflage practice. A field
dreing packet has been developed to permit troops in the field to dye such
personal item to approlriate camoulUge colors to minimise their adverse
contribution to battlefield litter.

Stadard fijld dyeing packets, Olive Green 109, FSN 6820-782-2682 were
withdraw from stock and sent to MASSTE for evaluation. Pr-liminary trials
showed that the color produced was far from an-Olive Green 107 shade and that
adjustmats in the dye formulation were indicated. A packet was developed such
that Q=e it was added to the stock item, the proper shade was obtadn.L
Sufficient dye has been sent to MASSTIW, and personnel at the •w'e laundry at
Fort Hood were instructed by NARADOCK personnel in the appropria j dyeing
procedure. 11e formulation for the supplementary package are given in Appendix
C.10. FIgure A.8 is a photograph of soveral items that have been dyed with the
revised formula and displayed as they edigt be In a field situation.

cc-. 2k M ,Mdý BM 4
Ieather gloves have been furnished to MASSTM for the Phase I1 test as an

alternative mant of camouflaging the hands. The black color is that of the
standard item and is illustrated in Figure Al.

did. leather Gloves. Tan

Gloves, siailar to those in 4.bb., have been sent to MASSTL in a tan color.
Theae are furnished as an alternative to the face p•int for camouflaging the
hands and are to be worn with the 6-color desert unifor. Figures A. 3 and A. 4.,
soh the gloves being worn by one of the subjects. The reflectance and associated
data are included in Figure B.15. The color was attained by use of a vegetable
taming process alone.

em. Tent. General E oe. Sall and Medim. Natur Pattern

One each of subject t~enta were camouflage patterned in a aficguratim
referred to as the Nature Pattern. This is a pattern desa,.d iy Franlin
Institute Research laboratories under contract to NARADC' and was intendm. to
resemble foliated terrains that likely would serve an a backgrund to a properly
sited tent in a foliated region. Four colors ware used to produce the pattern
using a form~lation described in 4.gg. Figure A.9 is a photograph of the GP
Medium tent sited in a manner to illustrate the pattern, not its camouflage
effectiveness. The pattens for these two tents were applied by spraying
techniques suggested by the contractor.

7. De Benedictis, John A.,Camouflage Study of the GP Small and GP Medium Tents,

US Aray Natick Research and Development CommandNatickNast.01760, (in preparation).
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ff. Tents. GP M and Medium. E"MDC Pattn

QOe of each of subject tents was camouflage patterned in a desin referred to as
the MUD= Pattern. This pattern is included in a coqxed•iu of patterns desi.ed
by M for the camouflage of a wide variety of vehicles and other field equipmert.
The same colmoat formulations were used for these tents as for those discussed in 4# ee.
and are illustrated in Figure A. 10. Application we by brush which reoultL1 in some-
what better coverage than in 1,.ee.

99-. Ri19 S QMoMd for NAM

Part of a contract with the Franklin Isttute Research Zabgratories produced
four colors of a compound to be used in recoloring field tents. The composition
of the formulations me intended to preserve the resistance of exIdting tents to
mildew, rain, wind and fire. Use of the compounds in illustrated in Figures A.9.,
and A.10.1 reflectance and related data are given in Figure B. 16. The copoeitiom
of each of the four colorant formauations is given in Appendix C.11,

)hh. 20Ipl DQAS -MAzta~l

Under a HRADOC-funded contract 8 colorant finishes were developad for camouflage
of fiberboard cartonz, wooden crates, polyetbylene film for food packaging and tin
cans. An currently procured none of these items i properly o• ad; all can
eaily contribute to battlefield ltter in a menner that violats gd camouflage
practice. Figure A.11. displays the above items with the demeqped colorants.
Reflectance and related data are gilen in FigureB. 17., and the corvomition of the
formulations is sported in the Battelle report.

ii. aMGAW Mobile FIeld ktchen

The mobile field kitchen that has been desined by XAHADOOK wa patterned using
two Zormulations, one for the metal parts, and one for the fabric Ooqpoments. For
the surfaces of ranges and ovens that face outward a comercial stove blacki me
use& All other metal parts, the storage cots",wer floor, trailer chassis and

. roof were painted with the alkyd enamel (il-F,-.2798). The fabric co xonts were
patterned with the tentage recoloring coqpowd diseussed in paragrph 4..g.

Two patteros were used, the MWADOO3 Pattern (4. ff) for 'bhose &aw eosed
when the unit is configured as a trailer. This incli a the roof and the nylon
tarpaulins. The Nature Pittern was applied to those armas that are exposed when
the unit is deployed as a kitchen. The garbake cans and lids uere painted with the
alkyd enamel with a free-hand version of the Nature Pattern. Figure A. 12 illustrates
the unit deployed as a kitchen with the side curtains domi. In this configuration
the Nature Pattern predominates.

ff77 -441OW' J.,I cawofae Packaging Materials, Bat telle Columus
labostories, UW Army Mobility Equipment Research and Developent Centerf
Fort Belvoir, VA 22D60 (27 December 1974).
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A contains photographs of the items that were produced during the FY 75
program and sent to MASST¶IF for the Phase II test. Too itoms are portroyed by
troops in a somehat rzalJstic manner and in an appropriate terrain. No special
effort, wa made to dJisplay the subjects L. it tactical situation; sonno-zis was

placed an illus'.rating the items. Infrared color film (CD) wa usoj for Figure
3; all otk*r photographs were made using Ektachrome (ASA64) film.

LIST OF I1LUSTRA''IONS

Fi&u A. 1. Staadard Uniformw aid Associated Field vuipment

Figm-e A.2. Denert Camouflage UnuXorm - Visual

Figure A.3. Desert Camoufage Uniform - Infrarv.d

Figure A. 4. Pattern Mpasion Series

Figure A. 5. Disruptive anl Tiger Pattorns

Figure L. 6. Body net

Figux e A.7. Standard and Ekperiaental Porchos

I Figure A. 8. Field U,) ed I•arwear

Figure A. 9. Twitt Nature Pattern

Figure A.10. Tent, MEPADCOM Pattern

Figure A. U-. Packaging Materials

Figure A.12. Mobile Field Kitchen
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Fi4vzv A. 1. m1.f Standard Olive Grewn 107 unifozu black gla sstndr
i.-.-..aeaiet cr,• standard face paint, standard lo6-carrying equ1pont.

C,ý'tfw: Standard US Aruy 1948 canouflag patterned uniform, standard
.eorsibl holmot ocort, experimental 4-color patterned •uored vest, experimental
green and low face paint.

R'I hT.: St• rdt O.xve Gree i.07 u-.form, standard rever.ible helmt
covr, standard OLiw Creen 106 arumored vest, stanadard face paint.
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Figume A. 2. lDinrt~ Camouflage, 6-Color Pattern
lift: Now colorant foruulatiom, 6-color pNttenued desert uniform and

pack cowerl exerimustal tan fleab-out boots; standard reversible helmet
cover; Apaimouital face paint.

RJigts Old colorant formulation, 6-color patt '.--:-ed desert unif orm;
standard reversible helmet cover.

Figure A.3- Deseft Camouflage. Sames as Figure A. 2. except that Infrared
Color film was use.4
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Figure A 4. ]Pattern Expan Ion Series, Experiment.al.
Left: Standard sise patterned uniformp standard sise patterned armored

vast,, sandard I-color helmet cover, experimental match cover.
Iaft - center: 1.3 times expansion patterned wiiform,, standard 4-color

helmet cover, weepon cover, camouflage patterned standard load carryimg equipment.
Rgt- center: 1.6 times expansion patterned uniformn, 1.6 times expansion

patterned armored vent,, experimental helmet cover, weapon cover, experimental green

fl~ts 2.0 timea expansion pattern~d unifor.z 5, 4-color pack cover, face
veil,, 4=-color helmet cover, black gloves.
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Figure A-5. D5sruptive and Tiger Patterns
Left: Disruptive patterned uniform, standard reversible hemit cov•er,

experimental face paint.
Right: Tiger patterned uniform, standard reversible helmet cover,

standard face paint.

Figure A. 6. Body net deployed as a personal camouflage screen.
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P-igure A.7. Standard and Experimental 4,-color Ponchos.

Figure A.8. Fitld-dyed underwear.
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Figure A. 11. Packaging Materials
Left: Standard items; wood ammunition box, fiberboard carton, tin cans,

plastic/aluminum laminates.
Right: Same items coated with camouflage color formulation.

Figure A. 12. Mobile field kitchen camouflaged wil h Nature Pattern.



APPUDJX B

This appendix contains spectral reflectance curves from 380 to 1000 nanometers for
all item sent to NASSTUR for Phase IL. Curves were obtained usiqg the ie-neral
Electric Recording Spectrophotometer. Tristiuiulus coordinates (1, y) were calcul~ated
from tristimulus values automsticall~y computed with respect to the 'Standard (Observer
and Sourc "C" with a Davidson-Haedigr fristicuulus Integrator. Red and Infrared
raflectances were computed as defined in Mil-E,-52798 (MEK) using a Hewlett-Pa~ckard
progreaumble calculator anca curve tracer.

Figure B.L1 Standard Combat Tropical Unilform, OG 107
Figure B. 2. Standard Combat Uniform, 1948 Four Color Pattern
Table B. 2.1. Standard Combiat Uniforv, 1948 il-Color Pattern ,I
Figure B.3. Experimental Desert Unifor%, Six Color rattern, Old Fo~mulationi
Table B. 3.1- ftperimental Desert Uniform, 6-Color Pattern,* Old Formulation
Figure B. 4. McperimentaJ. Desert Uniform, Six Color Pattern, New Formiulation'

t Taule B. 4.1 Experimental Desert Uniforiu 6-Color Pattern,'New Formulation
f Figure B. 5. Four-Color Pattern Epension

Table B. 5.1. Foux-Color Pattern,4 Hqpansion
Figure B. 6. Tiger Patterned Uniform.
Table B. 6.1L Tiger Patterned Uniforms

aFigure B-7. BRallistic Vests, Standard and Ebcpandied 4 Color Pat-tern
Table B. 7.1. Ballistic Vests, Standard ind Epwnded 4 Color Pattern
Figure B.S8. E~ei~tlponcho
Table 3.8.S. L Eperimental Poncho
Figure B. 9. Removabl~e Overcoloring Compound Over Nylon Pack
Table B. 9. 1 Removable (Yvercoloring Compci-1n&.Over Nylon Pack
Figure B. 10. Nylon Pacls: Fabric After Removal of Overcoloring Coupound
Table B. 10.1.Nylon Pack Fabric After Removal of Ovo-rcolotinig Compound
Fi~gure B. 11. Overcolorin~g Compound, Durable
Table B. I-l..Orercoloring Compour4, Durable
Figure B.12. Green and Tan Bobta
Figure B.1'3. Exper~imental Face Paint, Desert Colors
Figure B.114.. Experimental Fa ýe Paint, Verdant Terrains
Figure B3.15. Imather Gloves, Tan
Figure B.l$.~ Recoloring Compound for Tentage
Table B. 16. l.Recoloring Compbund for Tent jge
Figure B. 17. Packaging Materials,. Forest Green
Table B. 17.1. Packaging Materials,, Forest Green
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TABlE B.2.L STI 'AD OC(BAT UNnM, 1948 4-O0ICR PAMt=.

xRD3R RATIO)

Black 0.3169 0.3219 3.86 4.12 4.67 1.13

Brown 0.3543 0.3554 6.32 7.52 1L.30 1.50

Green 0.3231 0.3701 7.78 5.55 1L.37 2.05

Yellm, 0.3537 0.3768 12".8 12.26 26.41 2.15
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TABIR B.3.1 MwnXAL DMT UIIIFR?4 6-OOIQR PATTERN - OID FCKWHJATION

L1igt Tar. 0.3455 0.3455 29.86 35.21 47.83 1.36

Duic Brow. 0.3833 0.3439 6.213 13.80 39.82 2.09

L4igt Browi 0.3945 0.3567 9.10 17.25 4o0.63 2.36

Ton 0.3536 0.34S? 26.40 34.81 42.28 L.21

Owk1 0.3681 0.3744 21.39 29.63 47.95 L62
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TABIZ B3.4.. ~LZT&DWIfIA MT UInkfl'(R 6-OOIl. PAMI~N - NIW PFtWULATJCIM

Dark Brom 0.2741 0.3369 8.74 12.10 18,76 1.55

S0.3528 0.3557 25.49 28.71 25.98 0.90

Ight Tan 0.33h5 0.3359 35.96 4o.26 42.15 1.05

Light Drou, 0.3966 0.3598 1..94 21.30 22.92 1.08

Tan 0.3549 0.3474 30.37 39.32 39.03 0.99
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TABLE B. 5.1, FOXJR-COIC1R PATTN EXPANSICM

Y. y RED IR RATIO

Black 0.3071 0.3197 4.06 3.98 6.99 1.76

Broo 0.3691 0.3644 6.96 0.00 20.08 2.51

Dark Green 0.3170 0.3831 7.42 5.23 17.90 3.42

Litht Green 0.3636 03984 15.12 13.70 20.61 1.50
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I TABLE B. 6.1, TIGER PATTERNED UNIFlHMS

X • Y RED IR RATIO

Black O.3086 0.3062 2.48 3.26 6.35 1.95

Dark Green 0.3417 0.3812 7.25 5.87 8.00 1.36

Red-Brown 0.3609 0.3756 9.22 10,.85 13.67 1.26

Li4ht Green 0.3893 0.2565 15.54 15.19 22.75 1.50
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TABLE B. 7.1. BALLESTIC VMTS, STANDARD AND XPANMED, 4 COIL PA¶I'

x Y RED IR RATIO

Black 0.3167 0.3227 3.24 3.21 4.12 -.28

Brown 0.3422 0.3548 5.06 5.39 9.87 1.83

Dark Green O. 3323 0.3861 7.39 6.64 2D.82 3.14

"Light Green 0.3540 0.3';45 9.65 9.47 47.42 5.01
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TABLE B.8.L EE1•IDML TAL PONCHO

x y Y RED fR RATIO

Black 0.3159 0.3274 4.26 4.28 4.59 1.07

Browi 0.3318 0.3324 5.01 5.72 7.26 1.27

Dark Gree 0.3241 0.3701 6.28 5.23 12.68 2.42

igftit Green 0.3493 0.4011 10.06 9,55 29,01 3.04
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TABIE B. 9. L. RI.VABIE 0IOOILI3ER3 OOKPWND, OM NTIL PACK

y RED RATIO

Idght Gram 0.3488 0.3670 16.74 17.52 54•01 3.08

Dark Green 0.3244 0.3597 8.68 8.31 53.07 6.54

Dark Brown 0.3438 0.3461 7.67 9.06 42.36 4.67

l 0.3055 0.3096 6.14 6.23 57.23 9.2D
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TABlE B. 10. 1 NYILM PACK FABRIC AFTER B12VAL CF ( t(XIAMMK CCWffOJND

Substrate 0.3624 0.3886 8.02 8.53 60.58 7.10

Light Green 0.3586 0.3789 7.09 7.37 56.40 7.65

Drk Green 0.3551 0.3845 7.14 7.86 56.70 7.21

Da* Brown 0.3564 0.3767 6.85 7.22 54.25 7.51

* Black 0.3507 0.3697 6.40 7.17 58.95 8.22

*Curves for Light Green and Black areas after removal are too close to

those illustrated for useful presentation.
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TABIR B. ILL 1 OVURODuIM CCS5~XJND rAJAB

Mi4t Green 0.3623 o. 3w6 9.39 10.97 3L1.8 6

Dark Grown 0.3270 0.3673 7.84 7.27 32.12 4.42

EDzk Brown 0.3493 0.3499 5.98 7.30 26.T7. 3.66

Black 0.3052 0.3U27 4.29 4.47 45.48 1DOA7
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TABLE B. 16.1 h=FC0IWfINJ OO0UND, FOR TNTAE f
x Y RED IR IR

Black 0.,087 0.3163 4.96 4.66 24.94 5,.35

Brown 0.3759 0.3701 12.08 L4.91 28.74 1.93

Oreen 0.3295 0.3716 9.71 r.41 25.03 2.98

Sand 0.3545 0.3702 0.2335 3.91 38,86 1.63
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TABIE B. 17. . PAMKUPO HATEIAIA5, FCOEST M=

x y Y RED IR RATIO

Wood/Spray 0.2954 0.3647 9.68 6.1 58.4 9.6

Corrugated Fiberboard 0.2901 0.3589 8.67 5.6 51.1 9.1.

Po]•yethylene 0.2837 0.3576 9.72 6.1 53.0 8.7

Tinplate 0.2918 0.3625 8.82 5.2 39.3 7.6
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APPENDIX C

All experiental colorant formulations usmd on mterial furnished to
MASST are shc•w, Coloarnt formulations for items withdraw from

Z• stock anr not knoim, becaume the relevant specifications under which
they were purchased do not require use of specific colorants.

LIST OF TABIES

Table C.L Six-Color Pattern (New)

Table C.2. Four-Color Pattern, Expansion Series

Table C.3. Tiger Pattern

Table C 4. Helmet Cover, Body Net., Ballistic Fabric, Four-Color Poncho

Table C.5. Textile Overcoloring Coammd - Removable

Table C.6. Textile Overcoloring Compound - Durable

Table C.7. Coloration of Green Shoes

Table C.8. Coposit.ion - PaInt, Face, Camouflage, Arid Terrain

Table C.9. Composition - Paint, Face, Camouflage, Verdant Terrain

Table C.lO. Field Dyeing Packets MI-D-2273

Table C.311. Tentage Recoloring Formulations
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TABLE C. 1. SIX-COIDR PATTERN (NEW)

GROUND SHADE - TAN 379

0.20 Oz/ Intravat Brown 2 BR MD Vat Brown 33
0.26 Oz~z Calcoloid Olive Green 2 GI
0.18 O24 Intravat Gray 2 GR Paste

TAN 380

0.13% Dntravat Brown 2 BR MD Vat Brown 33
0.24% Intravat Brown GR DP Vat Brown 3

BROWN 381
1.6% Intravat Brown 2 BR MD Vat Brown 33
1.9% Intravat Brown GR DP Vat Brown 3

BROWN 382

2.8% Intravat Brown 2 BR MD Vat Brown 33
3.75% Intravat Brown GR DP Vat Brown 3

BLACK 383
Indocarbon CIGS Paste Fine Vat Black 6

KHAKI 384
1.35% Calcoloid Olive Green 2G1 DP
0.25% Intravat Brown GR DP Vat Brown 3
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TAB•E C. 2. FOUR.-COILR PATTMN, EXPANSIH SERIES

2.91% Intravat Brom GR DP Vat Brown 3
0.82 Cibanone Green BFD Vat Green 1
L8 % Algol Yellow GC Vat Yellow 2

LMMlW GE1 354

0.60% Intravat Brown GH DP Vat Brown 3
0.08% Ponsol Jade Green DP Vat Green 1
0.12% Amenthrene Yellow 10G Paste Vat Yellow 2

99.2 % fat Reducing Gum

DARK GR 355

1.9% Intravat Brown GR lI Vat Brown 3
2.0% Ponsol. Jade Green DIP Vat Green 1
0.3% Amanthrene Yellow 10 G Paste Vat Yellow 2

95.8% Vat Reducing Gum

BRCM 356

2.43% Hostovat Brown HRR paste Vat Brown 57
0.50% Intrevat Brown GR DP Vat Brown 3
0. 64% Ponsol Jade Green DP Vat Green 1
0.23% Amnthrene Yellow 1OG Paste Vat Yellow 2

96.2 % Vat Reducing Gum

BLACK

7.6% Sodyeco Fast Black FCIG Paste Vat Black 6
1.16% Cibanone Brown F2BR Powder

6 Cibanone Blue BO Paste Vat Blue 20
90.6% Vat Reducing Gum

C-3



C.3. TIGM PATTERN

DYED GROUND - IGHT OIV GEEN~ 454

Vat Orange 15 CI #69025
Vat Brolw 1 CI #7000
Vat Green 1 CI #59825
Vat Green 3 CI #69500

GREE 455

Vat Green 3 CI #69500
Vat Green 32 (Veranthrene Khaki )3G)

LIHT BROWN 456

Vat Green 32 (Veranthrene Khaki E3G)

BLWAK 457

Vat Blue 20 CI 59800
Vat Brown 33
Vat Sulfur Bla-ck 6 CI 53295

G-4



TABIE C.4
MMHEM COVEU, BODY NET, BALLISTIC FABRIC, FOUR-COLOR PONCHO

GROUND SHAMf

Helmet Cover and Body Net Ballistic and Poncho Fabrics

Vat Green 1 Irgalan Yellow FUL Acid Yellow 128
Vat Yellow 2 Irgalan Dark Green 2BL Acid Green 58
Vat Brown 3 Irgalan Brill Green 3 GL

PRINT PATTERN FOR ALL FOUR FABRICS

GRMW 354

0. 8% Kemprint Yellow 4234
0.6% Kemprint Red 4000 RB600 ,4% Kemprint Blue "00 RD21
L.8% Binder

96.4% Cut Clear

GRE 355

5.5% Kemprint Green 4330 RB40
0.4% Kamprint Black 4600 RBlO
4.1% Kemprint Yellow 4234
2.8% Kemprint Red 4000 RB60

12.8% Binder
74.4% Cut Clear

BROWN 356

5.0% Sherdye Yellow 4234
2.5% Sherdye Red 4000 RB60
0.9% Sherdye Black 4600 RBlO
0:4% Binder

83.2% Cut Clear

BLACK 357
5.0% Sherdye Black 4600 RB10
5.0% Sherdye Brown 4800

10.0% Binder
8.0% Cut Clear

0-5



TABLE C.5. TEXTILE OVQY 0LMING COMPOUND - R1MOVABIE

Vehicle and Binder (total parts)

Polyvinyl Acetate Copolymer (Gelva ,-5V-10) (Binder) 7.8
Dispersant (Tamol 850) 0.5
Tricresyl Phosphate (Plasticizer) 3.6
Nonyl Phenyl EtLhylene Oxide (Igepal CO-630) 0.1
Hydroxzethyl Cellulose (Cell~uize QP-4400) 0.1
Defoamer (Foamkill 639ý 0.1
Awonium Hydrozide (26 Be, ) 0.5
Water 28.5

Pignents (total ,arts)

Dark Green I-',ht Green Brown Black

Green K-639 7.7 3.3 - -
Yellow V-9112 .b6 4.2 5.6 -
Brown F-6132 - trace 2.4 -
Black RM 137 0.8 trace 2.2 10.7
Turquoise K-1607 0.7 - - -

Rutile TiO, - 1.9

TABLE 0.6. TEXTILE OVERCOOCING COMPOUND - DURABLE

Vehicle and Binder (total parts)

Chlorinated Rubber (Parlon S-10) 10 CPS)(Binder) 6.7
Chlorinated Paraffin (Chlorowax 40) Plasticizer) 9.9
Thixotrope (Thixatrol ST) Thickener 0.7
Epoxy Resin (Epon 828) (Heat Stabilizer) 0.3
n-Bfityl Acetate (Solvent) 20.0
Epichlorhydrin (Gelation Stabilizer) 0.1

Pigments (total parts)

Dark Green Idht Green B Blc

Green K-639 6.4 6.5 - -

Yellow V-9112 trace 6.5 4.9 -
Brown F-6113 - trace 4.8 -
Black RM 137 5.9 3.7 13.4
Rutile TiO2 trace - - -

*Except for the rutile titanium dioxld• obtained from DuPont, all
pigments were obtained from Ferro Cruporation, Cleveland, Okio
whose designations are shoun.
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TABME C,7. COIMRTION OF GR4 SHCES

This combination of dyee was used to achieve th- shade for the green booat

by the mnufacturer.

Acid Green 2G Acid Green 3
SDerma Grmen B
BriU Yellow Conc.! ylene D& Green B Acid Green 20
SDurala Fast Black WA Acid Black 52

Both the grow and tan shoes were tanned in the sawu way, first with a
conventional chrom tan followed by a vegetable retan. The tan color
produced is the result of the tanning process aloe. Water repellent
w applied after coloration was achieved.

TABLE C.8. MMOSITICt - PAINT, FACE, CAMOUF1AGE, ARID TURAIN

#23-6667-Lom #21-6667-Sand
(Parts by weight) (Parts by weight)

Castor Wax 17.5 17.5
CartAuba Wax 2.5 2.5
Mineral Oil, U.S.P. Heavy 22.5 22.5
Iwnlirn,U. S.P., Anhydrous 8.5 8.5
N,N Diethyl am-toluamide 10.0 10,0
Talc 7.0 7.0

Ochre C1624 16.0 7.8
Titanium Dioxide, Atlas White - 24.0
Carbon BlacI A 3278 0.2
Black Iron QOi 16.0

Total ]-
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TABLE C.9. CKPOSITI6MI - PAINT, FACE, CAMOUFLGEV VUMW.NT TERAIN

#46-6667 - Green (chlorophyll Type)
(Parts by Weight)

Cantor Wax 21.6
Carnauba Wax 3.1
Mineral Oil, U.S.P.Heavy 22.5
lanolin, U.S.P. angdrous 10.5
NN Diethyl m-toluamide 12.2
Talc 8.6

Titanium Dioxide 10.0
Chlorophyll, Oil-Soluble 11.

Total 100.0

TABLE C. 10. FIEID DYEIN= PACKETS Mil-D-2273

TYPE IV

Direct Blue 71 CI-34140
Direct Orange 37 CI-40265
Direct Orange 34 CI-40215
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TABLE C. 31 TENTAGE RECOIMLI FORMULATIONS

Batch Compositions
(Parts by Weight)

*1. Polyvinyl Chloride (Geon 222) 100
2. Cyclohexanone 300
5, FMC-Tricresyl Phosphate 15

4. SynPron 966 10
5. Chlorinated Praf iu (Otlorowax 70) 25

6, Inorganic Ti0 (Oncor 75 RA) 5
7. Diatomaceous Lrth (Celite) 30
8. Piauents AO

Total 525

Pigments
(Parts by Weight)

Dsir': Green Black Sand Field Drab

Ferro Green K639 40 - 4.0 10.1
Ferro Black V6792 - 40 2.3 3.4

Ferro Yellow V6951 - - 6.2 10.7
Ferro Brw V6111 - 0 . 5 u1.8

White Tb 2  - 27.0 4.0
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